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Abstract 
A series of eutectic lead-tin based solder alloys w~ directionally solidified using an 
end-quench experimental IXOCCdurc specifically designed to produce a gradual change 
in solder alloy microstructure as a function of length along the rod axis. 
Microstructural analysis and indentation microcreep testing were then perf armed upon 
the alloy rods. Comparison is made with microhardness measurements previously 
obtained from the same alloys. It is found that the response of the solders' structures 
and mechanical properties is a function of cooling rate and alloy composition. The 
indentation microcreep of three alloys is examined and compared to other published 
results; there is good agreement between the present results and the previous studies. 
The indent diagonal length as a function of hold time can be best fit by a power law 
function of the form d = A · t 11 , where d = indent diagonal length, A = constant, t = 
time, and. n = 0.1. 
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SECTION 1 
General Introduction 
Since the f U'St cooccption of electronic circuitry, the process of joining components, 
using solder alloys as the connecting medium, has had very real problems associated 
with the physical requirements placed upon the joints. The role of connection has 
expanded from one of adhesion and electrical continuity, to one that further 
encompasses resisting the mechanical and thermal loadings inherent to the service 
environment As miniaturization proceeds, concern for the integrity of any such joint 
is paramount to total system reliability. 
The joining mechanisms and understanding of solder alloy systems are complex and, 
as such, simplified test procedures, which limit to one the number of variables within 
a particular system, would be of great benefit to the electronics industry. 
Urifortunately, no such simplified test procedures have been in existence in the past. 
It is· surprising that, in comparison to the large number of mechanics studies 
perfonned on solder alloy systems, there have hardly been any structure-property 
studies reported. Consequently, there is a definite ·need for structure-property 
relations to be established for the solder alloy systems of industrial concern. 
The lead-tin solder system is of considerable importance to the microelectronics 
industry. As such, the system comprises the base constituents of lead and tin, often 
5 
WWI lddidooa o, impurilie.a ol &ilva or aold la the cue ol 1~ this elcmcn1 ii 
ua111JJy incorpora1ed in the IO&det' alloy due IO ruction with connection pad coatings. 
Silver, on the other hancL ii olten purposefully added to lad-tin soldcn to control the 
mechanical behaviour of the joints. Copper iJ ano<hcr element that iJ found in lead-
tin joints, after soldering to printed circuit boards, bu, il is noc considered in this 
research ixujcct 
1.1 DETERMINATION Of STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONS 
One way in which a simplified test procedure could be used to determine structure-
propcny relatioos is if specimens could be fabricated with a gradation in structure. In 
this way, microstructurc would be the one parameter that is varied continuously 
within a sample of a particular composition, while sample preparation would also be 
simplified. 
The gradation of structure within a single sample is particularly appealing when the 
difficulty of multiple sample testing is considered for typical structure-property 
relation detenninations. To be specific, a report of a recent study that correlated the 
fatigue behaviour of solder joints with phase diagrams, i.e., a structure-property 
correlation, noted the use of multiple ( ten, or more) alloy samples [ 1]. The fatigue 
properties of lead-tin solder alloys were related to the amount of the secondary major 
phase (tin) present, i.e., the effect of the alloy microstructure. This is exactly 
analogous to the present research where microhardness and microcreep are used to 
measure the mechanical properties of the lead-tin solder alloys as a function- of alloy 
microstructure. It is easy to see that the use of a single sample, with a gradation in 
structure, represents a simplified and improved experimentation procedure. This is 
6 
due IO I.be decaaed number ol 11mpla necaaary, k>w'a COil. reduced difficulty of 
11q,le preparuioo, and uniformily ~ lea& cooditiona. 
1.2 JOMINY END QUENCH HAIDENAIILITY TEST 
A novel approach to achieving these graded sample microstructures waJ first 
sugcsted and dcvck>pcd by Sutliff & Notis [2] using a modifi~ Jominy end-quench 
sample configuration. In the original Jominy configuration [ 3], a steel bar of three 
inches' length and one inch dwnetcr is heated to a specific temperature in a furnace. 
When the bar's temperature hu equilibrated, it is removed from the furnace and 
placed in a quench rig. A schema of the quench rig is illustrated in Figure 1. The bar 
is quenched by directing a stream of water toward the base of the bar. In this 
manner, the bar is cooled directionally from the bottom, water-quenched end and a 
continuous variation in the cooling rate of the bar is achieved with respect to distance 
from the quenched end. 
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CooMng Wat8< 
Figurt 1 Schota of IN tAd-q~IIClt apparalw.s M.1ltd by Jon11y and B~~ltoJd / 3 /. 
1.3 MODIFIED END QUENCH SAMPLE CONFIGURATION 
In the modifie.d sample configuration used by Sutliff & Notis, the standard Jominy 
configuration was altered to one that allowed directional solidification of a smaller 
diameter bar of solder contained within the quench bar. The original bar was 
modified to have a 0.12.5 inch diameter hole machined down its central, longitudinal 
axis. The hole was machined such that a thin layer (0.063 inch) of the bar remained 
at the bottom surface to be quenched The bar material used was free-machining 303 
stainless steel. This grade of stainless steel is preferred when machining is 
necessary, as its nomenclature would suggest. Stainless steel was used to avoid 
corrosion and consequent spalling of the corrosion products from the quenched end 
of the bar. Spalling, in this manner, would affect the heat transfer between the bar 
8 
wl die oooUa1 waaer. n.e impoftenm ol die dlerlna1 coaducdvicy II dw inaerface 
will be eq>leiotd Lua. 
A prc-mchcd soldei' alloy sample-rod wu inscned into the hole in the bar. The wne 
quenching procedure wu carried out a.s described for the original Jominy test. 
However, the bar wa.s healed only sufficiently to melt the solder within its core. The 
bar was quidl y heated. by immersion in a bath of moJ ten lead-tin alloy, to its starting 
temperature, Ti • 285°C. Rapid transferal of the bar to the end-quench apparatus, 
where a jet of 50°C water was directed at the bottom face of the bar, allowed 
extraction of heat from the bottom face only. When the entire bar/solder-core 
combination was quenched, the solder solidified. In this way, the bar was 
directionally cooled from temperature Ti to T ww,r· Thus, solidification occurred 
directionally along the longitudinal axis of the bar, coincident with the solder core, 
from the quenched end to the hot end of the bar. The cooling rate, ifr(x,t)ldt, 
decreased with both increasing times and increasing distance from the quenched end. 
It has been proposed that the small thennal mass of the solder core is insignificant 
with respect to the large thermal mass of the ·surrounding bar material [4,5]. Such a 
proposition would indicate that the advance of the liquid/solid interface, and hence the 
cooling rate, of the solder is controlled by the cooling rate of the larger thennal mass 
of the bar material. Analysis of the heat transfer in this configuration is discussed in 
detail in section 2.5. 
9 
~ t 
Heat Flow So Udtflc atton 
+ t 
Water In -----~ .. ---411• .. Water Out 
Figure 2 Sc~ma of thL modi{IM Jominy quench configwalion [4}. 
1 . 4 SOLDER ALLOYS ST U DIED 
As mentioned previously, the solder alloys studied were based upon the binary 
eutectic lead-tin with additions or impurities of silver or gold, respectively. Table 1 
indicates the alloy compositions used in the study. 
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Tabll /. C~ o/dw """71. 
Alloy Pb Sa 
A 38.10 61.90 
B 36.00 62.00 
C 36.00 62.00 
D 29.80 6.S.20 
All composjrw,u art giw11 ua 'fWiglv ~rca&J41ts. 
Alloys c o,npri.se 99 .999'11 pwt cOIUl.iJ w"' t IOM111.s. 
TIIL ~t.al.1 ~rt origiNJJJy oblaJ'Md/rOM: Pb - ASARCO, Sia - £.so,, 
Ag - loNUo1t & Mai~y. & AM - E111tUtard. 
Al Au 
2.00 .-
2.00 
4.95 
For reasons explained in section 3.3, Microstructural Conclusions, alloy D was not 
tested for its mechanical properties' response. Table 2 outlines the analys.es 
perf onned on the four alloys reported in this rcscarch. 
Tablt 2 Analyses ptrformLd 011 the alloys. 
Alloy Microstructural Microhardness Microcreep 
A II II II 
B II II v 
C II II V 
D V K K 
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SECTION 2 
Heat Transfer Analysis 
2.1 JOMINY END QUENCH HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
In retrospect, examination of Jominy & Bocgehold's 1937 end-quench hardenability 
test [3] reveals an indirect approach toward quantifying the cooling rates in a simple, 
solid bar. The two researchers took a very empirical approach toward modeling the 
quenching of the st.eel bars used in their study. This was appropriate at the time, 
because it was only required that there should be a gradient in the cooling rate 
throughout the bar. lbc objective was to compare the cooling rate in a test material 
with that of a standard material. In this way, CQuivalent cooling rates were studied. 
It is understandable that equivalent cooling rates were quantified, instead of actual 
cooling rates, since measurement of arrays of sample temperatures and numerical 
analysis of these temperatures, to provide profiles of the heat transfer behaviour, 
were beyond the experimental capabilities at the time. 
In the more complicated sample configuration used in this study, where the bar 
consists of a small solid core of solder alloy within a relatively large solid steel 
casing, the problems of te~perature measurement and analysis are even more 
complicated. However, advances in the understanding of heat transfer processes, 
measurement equipment capabilities, and computer hardware/software available. for 
numerical analysis, have made direct numerical quantification possible. This makes it 
12 
cn-.cavahlc IO ~laac the muaura wt mcchanal propcnic.a ol a sttuctura.Uy graded 
gmpk with a din:ctly quantified solidific•tion hiilory in I sin&lc wnple. 
Wilh indication tha1 the objectives of thiJ research arc possible, it is pertinent to 
examine the heat transfer proce'-'Cs occurring within the sample configuration 
chosen. This will be accomplished by examining similar analyses reported in the 
litcratu~. The analysis appropriate to the sample configuration used in this study is 
one of transient~ unsteady-state heat transfer. This is compared both to a study of 
steady-state heat transfer in a very similar alloy/sample configuration, and to a study 
of unsteady-state heat transfer in a similar sample configuration, but different alloy 
system. These comparisons form sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. 
2.2 INTRODUCTION TO HEAT TRANSFER 
The analysis of the heat flow during solidification of a cast alloy is a complicated 
procedure. The solidification processes in an end-quenched solder alloy are equally 
complicated to model. The heat fluxes, in each of the phases present, all vary from 
one another, and the interfaces between these phases change position with time. The 
multiple boundary conditions that exist for such heat flow calculations further 
complicate matters. However, to manufacture products with the desired material 
properties, precise control of the heat transfer from castings is necessary. The heat 
transfer rate between the solidifying cast alloy and its surroundings (typically a 
mould) controls the microstructural development iii ·the alloy. The microstructure in 
turn defines the mechanical properties of the product. The microstructural and 
mechanical developments for the alloys studied are considered in subsequent 
sections. For the moment, it is sufficient to understand only that there is a desire to 
13 
cxacile card'ul control ewer lhc ~in1 rua of the alloy curinp. To control the 
heal nnsf er, it mull f lrll be unden&ood. 
Heal flow through lead castings in w11a-coolcd, stainless siecl con ulinen ha.s been 
modeled using thermal conduction analysis (6). IntafaciaJ hut transfer has also been 
modeled for a cylindrical at.Sting solidification (7). These studies have improved the 
fundamental understanding of heat flow through a water-cooled mould, developed 
from basic principles of heal transfer. The previous studies are analyzed in the 
following subsections, and comparison is made between them and the approach used 
in this study. 
Tablt 3 lltaJ Transfer LiltraJurt Rtlaiion..r 
Authors Ref.# Conditions of Results Eqn.# Investigation 
Mathew et al 6 Steady-State Large Air Gap A,B 
Pb in Stainless Steel Calculated Heat Transfer 
Kumar& 8 Unsteady-State Small Air Gap C 
Prabhu Al-Cu in Sand Related to Mould/Biot # 
Modelled Heat Tran sf er 
Sutliff & Notis 5 U nstead y-S tate Small Air Gap D 
Pt>-Sn in Stainless Steel Modelled Heat Transfer 
Zuz.anak 7 Unsteady-State Verifies Biot # Relation --
Stainless Steel in Sand to Air Gap/Contact Area 
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2.3 STIADY·STATI HIAT TIANIJII 
The undcrlyin1 principle ol the an&lyw used by Mathew et aJ (6) wu to use a 
l&eady-aaae heM tranifcr an&lylia to deiamine the OYCRll hut tranif cr coefficient.. h1• 
between a cw alloy and iu water-cooled base over the entire liquid-to-solid 
temperature range of a lead ca.sting. The analysis is sleady-sta1c because heat flows 
from a constant temperature heat source to a heat sink. creating an invariant 
temperature gradient in the wnplc. The ca.sting used was 99.99% pure lead within 
an insulated stainless steel container. with a water-cooled base. The volume of the 
lead casting was large compared lO the stainless steel container material. The heat 
transfer during cooling of the casting was characterized using a thermal conductance 
model. The model was compared to experimental results obtained by measurement of 
interface temperatures using thennocouples placed at various positions within the 
casting. The liquid/solid interface thennal conduction was measured as a melting 
experiment, as opposed to a solidification experiment. Thus, a solid-to-liquid 
interface was being modeled. As melting proceeded, incrementally greater 
mechanical loads were applied to the casting lO study the effect of air gaps and their 
geometry upon the heat transfer in the quench configuration. It was noted that the air 
gaps developed between the casting and water-cooled base plate materials after 
solidification. This changed the nature of the thermal conduction model for heat 
transfer between the casting and the water-jet heat sink. Consideration was given to 
the geometry of the air gap and its influence upon thermal conduction across the 
casting/base plate interface. The actual model developed by Mathew et al for the 
the.rmal conduction in the casting configuration (described above) is derived below. 
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A aei1ffll expra1ioa 1ovemin1 lhe meal heal flow ra!C. Q, leavin11 body, ol surface 
aru A,. iJ sated in equation (A 1) with ~spcct to the local overall heat transf cr 
coc!ficient .. "4,, and the surf~ temperature, T,. Both hu and T, may vary according 
to position on the surf ace of the cooling body. Figure 3 indicates the meaning of 
these tenna with respect so a cooling bcx1 y surf ace. 
Q=f ~ 
Figure 3 ScMma oftM total ~flow,~. Q,from area, At, of a cooling body surface. This 
figure is reproduced from Mathew et al [6}. 
(Al) 
Two primary assumptions for this analysis are that (1) uniform surface temperature 
exists at any non-adiabatic body surface, and (2) all the cooling takes place from the 
quenched end of the container. Thus, with all of the heat loss occurring from the 
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CllbDI surface ll uniform sanpenbft. r .. &he &oe•I heal flow from &be curin1 to the 
eaviromncnc (cooliq wua, T.) can be dewnaancd UJU11 I 
(A2) 
where hu can still vary over A,.. 
It is OXX"C useful to the analysis IO consider the area-average heat transfer coefficient, 
Ji., rather than a localized variation of the coefficient Ii. can be expressed by 
(A3) 
and applying this definition to equation (A2) gives 
(A4) 
where the right hand side of the equation relates the total heat flow leaving the casting 
to the total area-average heat transfer coefficient, h,. 
The overall thermal resistance for the problem is stated as 
(AS) 
which can be rewritten in the form 
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R • 1 
C he~ (A6) 
cxprcuin1 the overall thamal n:sisiance in tcrmJ of the total area-average heat 
transf cr coefficient 
If the overall thcnnal resistance of the configuration is considered in terms of a 
thermal circuit~ the cxJrCS,Sion in equation (A 7) provides a suitable description of the 
(A7) 
Replacing the individual resistance tenns with expressions in terms of the individual 
area-average heat transfer coefficients (from equation (A6)), equation (A 7) can be 
rewritten in the form 
(AB) 
Npte that Rp is given in ternlS of 
(A9) 
because the area-average heat transfer coefficient of the base plate material, hp, is 
known, its value being equal to its tabulated thermal conductivity, k2. a is the value 
for the thickness of the base plate material of the container. 
Now, if Rp and Rw are small with respect to Rj, then R1 will be predominantly 
controlled by Rj, and hence, the overall heat transfer rate, h1, will be controlled by the 
conductance between the casting and the base of the container, hj. Implications of 
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abcae ftadiap will be dixu1aed Illa COD.1ideradoa, ia aectk>a 2.5, of lhc analysiJ 
IAled for the Jomioy-lype oonf 11uratioa in tbi.a audy. 
2.l.1 Heat Transfer Meoswe,ment - Steady-State 
The formation of an air pp iJ of considerable importance due to its influence upon 
the thcnnaJ conductance between the casting and the base plate (heat sink). When 
there is a physical separation of the casting from the heat sink, heat must flow across 
the air gap. By so doing, there is an increased ~sistance to thennal conductance in 
the areas still in physical contact, and any other heat transfer must occur by radiation 
through the air. The conductance tenn dominates over radiation across the gap, at 
narrow gap widths [7]. However, the air gap in the modified Jominy configuration 
was not of similar geometry to that described by Mathew et al. The modified Jominy 
air gap was also really quite small in comparison to that observed in the work of 
Mathew et al. Therefore, to compare the two analyses, a simplifying assumption was 
made. The asswnption was that there was no air gap. 
Due to the simplifying condition of the absence of an air gap between the casting and 
quenched base after solidification, calculation and measurement of the interface 
thermal conductivities and overall heat transfer coefficient for the geometries used in 
the present solder experiments would be appropriate in the future. However, it 
should be noted that the above analysis is not entirely appropriate for the present 
modified-Jominy end-quench configuration due to the difference in steady-state 
versus unsteady-state heat transfer. 
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To obc,io IICldy-1111r ooociidona re. lhe caJcuwion1, lhc 1empcra1ure of a hcai SOW'CC 
and the flow ra1e of wa1er acting u a beat sink should be coru.tanl Thu.s, a constAnt 
temperature Jr&(licnt can be achieved in the cuting, and this can be mca.sumi by the 
thermocouples placed along the central axis of the casting. The average heat flux 
passing through the casting at this time is given by 
(B 1) 
where k1 is the thermal conductivity of the lead (or solder) a1 the average lead (or 
solder) temperature during the t.cst. 
Knowing the average heat flux, it is possible to calculate the overall heat transfer 
coefficient using 
(B2) 
T; can be determined by measurement of the temperature at the interlace of the lead 
(or solder) and stainless steel base, and T w can be measured by immersing a 
thermocouple in the umbrella of cooling-water run-0ff. 
To detennine the convective transfer coefficient between the stainless steel base and 
the cooling water, the following equation can be used, calculating hw at several 
cooling water flow rates 
(B3) 
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T2, the ex&emal aemperature ol the base, can be rneuured ulin1 a thermocouple 
attached to the base. T w, the coolin1 water temperature, can be measured using a 
thcnnocouplc placed in lhc oooling-watcr run-off. 
Fmally, the joint conductance between the casting and the stainless steel base can be 
calculaled ~, 
(84) 
However, determination of T1, the temperature of the base between the base and the 
solder casting, must first be accomplished using 
(85) 
where k2 is the thennal conductivity of the stainless steel container material, and a is 
the thickness of the base of the container between the solder and the external 
quenched surface. hw will increase for greater cooling-water flow rates, as would be 
expected. Mathew et al found that the sum of the resistances Rw and Rp, calculated 
from the measured values of hw and hp respectively, accounted for only 5 to 25% of 
the overall thermal resistance, R,. This agreed with their findings in the model. Note 
that Mathew et al do consider an air gap; it is only in the comparison made between 
their study and the modified Jominy configuration that the simplifying assumption is 
made. I would expect that, given the thinness of the stainless steel container base for 
our current case, and the highly efficient heat removal by the cooling water, that the 
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ownU daermal Kdlllocc ua die modified Jomiay quench coofi,uratioa cu be 
Jftdominantly anribuled co &be jaw lelLUI.DCe of the solder to~ interface, Rr The 
simplifying a.uumptioo of an absence of an air pp in this configuration, reduces the 
Jftdictioo ol the overall thermaJ rui,tance to one of thermal conlJlct resistance 
between the solder and the base. This i1 fonunate, because there is no need to 
detaminc the behaviour of an intaf ace gap and its eff cct during solidification. The 
applicability of thiJ analysiJ IO that used for the modified Jominy configuration is 
discussed in section 2. 7. 
2.4 UNSTEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFER 
A paper by Kumar and Prabhu [8] investigates the temperature history measured 
through directionally solidified Al-Cu alloy bars at various positions from a chilled 
end. The temperature readings at the various positions constituted the thermal history 
in the bar. This history was used to estimate the heat flux at the casting/chill 
interlace. The estimation was accomplished by solving a one-dimensional Fourier 
heat conduction equation inversely, revealing data f oc the transient heat flux, q, at this 
interface. Unsteady-state heat transfer analysis is appropriate in this study due to the 
absence of a heat source. Heat flows from the insulated, 'hot end' of the casting to 
the quenched end, which acted as a heat sink. In this manner, a uniform temperature 
gradient could not be achieved between the extremes of the sample, making the heat 
transfer state in the casting unsteady. 
Surface irregularities of the solidifying casting presented a resistance to heat flow 
during casting solidification. Thus, there was a temperature drop across the interface 
due to the irregular contacts between the casting skin and the die wall. In other 
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worda.. lhe air pp coaaidered by Ma&bew et al, bul umplified ia my p,eKDJ 
oompariloo, is imponanl and probably ii praeal in the Jomin y configuration uicd in 
lhiJ raean:h. So, altboo&h lhe air pp iJ noc present in the ph ysiau f onn noted by 
Mathew a aJ (a large void between the casting and the quenched end of the mould), it 
is most likely to occur u described by Kwmr & Prabhu (a small separation between 
the en~ curing wn and the mould). 
The air gap dcpcndJ upon tbc mould configuration and the Biol number, Bi (sec 
equation (B2) for a def mition of BO, amongst other parameters. Figure 6 shows the 
air gap geometries for the sample. Once the air gap has farmed there is a rapid drop 
in the heat transfer across the interface; this drop is significant. Heat transfer across 
the interface occurs due to radiation and conduction; conduction is the more 
predominant mode of transfer at lower temperatures. The air gap is attributed to be 
the most important aspect in the control of casting solidification in metallic moulds, 
such as ours [8]. 
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Geometry propoled by 
Mathew ., a/ 
Sw1aol lnegullriUel 
torm phy*-' oon&acta 
between caaUng 
and~ 
Geometry proposed by 
Kumar and Prabhu 
Figure 4 Sc~ma of lM au gap geo,,,etriLJ for w JOIIU/ty-rypt ILst co,(igwa/J.Olt. 
It is possible to model the temperature field in the casting during solidification with 
knowledge of the thermo-physical propenics of the chill material (bar base material) 
and its thickness. 
It is noted that the chill/sand-mould combination was used to ensure unidirectional 
heat flow during solidification. This is very similar to the present study, especially in 
that the uncooled end is insulated, and itis also a case of unsteady-state heaf flow. 
The transient heat transfer at the interface was modeled using a non-linear estimation 
technique [8]. 1be one-dimensional heat conduction equation used for this estimation 
is given by 
1J aT) aT ax\ k . ax = p . c;, . ax 
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(Cl) 
T(x~O) • Ti(x) 
T(a, t) • Y (t) 
T(cL t) • U (t) (C2) 
where a is the di~ from the casting to I point G within the chill at which the 
temperature history is known, dis the thickness of the chill material and q(O, t) is 
estimated by minimizing 
Mt 
F(q) = I (T lt-+t - Y n+;f and M = M_ 
~t 
... 1 
T n+i is calculated } at a specific point at time ,. 
Y n+i is meas urcd 
(C3) 
It was found that there was a maximum heat flux shortly after pouring the casting, 
followed by a rapid drop-off (Figure 5). The heat flux is thought to be initially high 
due to good contact between the liquid casting and the mould wall. With further 
solidification, there is increasingly worse contact, which red~ces the heat flux across· 
the casting/chill interface. The peak in the. heat flux is denoted as Qmax, arid is 
associated with the start of solidification. 
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.. 
1 
Time 
Figure 5 Plol of JteaJ fl,a ~sM.J tw for tlv solubficauo11 of a rypicaJ Al-CM aJJoy III a sand 
2.5 TRANSIENT UNSTEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFER 
In the modified Jominy quench configuration (Figure 2), the design criterion was to 
limit the number of boundary conditions. The methods used to accomplish this 
objective were to make the presence of the solder sample relatively insignificant in 
temlS of its contribution to the total heat flow, and to reduce both the radial heat flow 
component and heat lost from the uncooled end of the bar to zero. 
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CaaUng 
Hut Aux 
Ca1Ung to Base 
Radlatlon Heat Flux 
Radlal Heat Flow 
Casting to Base 
Convective Heat Flux 
Base to Water 
Heat Flux 
Figurt 6 Schema of the ~alj1MXLs ill w modiµd JOll'Ully ~st configw-aJwn ustd to product 
thL samples for this study. 
By reducing the size of the solder casting such that its·mass was small, relative to the 
large thennal mass of the stainless steel bar (container/mould), the solder was indeed 
made insignificant to the total heat flow (Figure 6) .. As such, the heat flow in the bar 
was approximately the same as if the bar was a single solid phase. Additionally, by 
choosing a bar material with a similar value for the coefficient of thermal diffusivity, 
a, as the ·solder sample, the heat flow was further approximated to that of a single 
solid bar. This deliberate matching of thermal diffusivities (as far as possible), 
further acted to limit radial heat flow. 
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The nditl heal flow compoilCGI .a daift.d IO be mo IO limil the heal tranlf ct model ID 
one of U'IMicnl~ unidin:ctiooaJ hut flow. A1 mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
ma1ehin1 the thcnna.l conductivities of the solder casting and bar nuuerials lintits this 
effect Insulation of the entire lidc of the bar in one of the configurations shown in 
Figure 7 would also reduce radial heal flow. This was not irrunediatcly practical, 
from the experimental viewpoint of easily melting the solder. by irnmenioo of the bar 
in the molten lead bath, before quenching in the Jominy rig. I Iowever, for the 
purposes of modelling the heat transfer, and ultimately calculating the cooling rates, 
in the bar, the radial heat flow wu assumed to be U70. 
lnsulatJon 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7 Schema of the insulation possibilitus for the Jominy-type test configuration. (a) 
external insulation, (b) int~rnal insulation, using silica tubing of appropriate 
diameters. 
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Heal loll fmm cbe uooooled eod oldie bar WU Ibo Illumed IO be zero. TbiJ wa.s 
juadfied by lhe cucfuJ in1ularioo ol lhe hanpr covering at this end of the bar (sec 
iuul11ed hanger in Figure 2). The efficient transfer of heat from the base of the bar 
so the wa1er jct funher wggCitl unidirectiooality IO the thermal conduction toward the 
ba.se of the bar. The highly efficient heat transfer between a water-cooled stainless 
saccl plate and the water jct is verified in the literature [ 6 J. llcnce, the heat transfer 
can be seen to be unsteady-state because heat flows from the bar, at some unifonn 
initial temperature, to a heat sink. Because ilic:tt was no heat source once quenching 
has started, the temperature of the bar dccrcas.ed. Therefore, a uniform temperature 
gradient did not exist between the hot end of the bar and the quenched end (the heat 
sink). 
Given these starting assumptions, the unidirectional heat transfer model used is 
derived as follows. Transient heat flow down an insulated, cylindrical bar has the 
same synunetry as that along (in-plane) an insulated plate [9]. 
The heat flow e;quation [ 4,9] 
d'f(x, t) _ .1 a2T(x, t) 
dt - a a2x (DI) 
with the appropriate boundary conditions 
T(x, 0) = Ti (D2) 
i.e. the temperature at any position in the solder at the start of solidification is the 
initial temperature, Ti, and 
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~-o ~ • lfl{L.1) - T.J (DJ) 
i.e. 11 any rime precilely II the queochcd end of the bar, the change in tempcrat~ u 
a functioo of distance from the quenched end iJ equal to zero; also, at any time 
precisely 11 the other end of the bar, the change in temperature as a function of 
distJlncc from the quenched end is governed by the product of the thermal 
conductivity of the solder and the difference in temperature between the hoc end of the 
bar and the quench medium. 
This heat flow equation, with it.s specified boundary conditions, provides the 
mathematical statement of this heat trans.fer problem. The solution to this equation, 
with the specified boundary conditions, identifies the temperature in the bar as a 
function of position and time ( T(x, t)} 
- . L 2sin (pj) cos (Pj (Lll -p(~ I T(x,t)-Tq+(T,-TcJ . (p) ( )e L 
P · + sm · cos p · J J J J 
where Pj arc the roots of the equation 
CX>l(p) = lr 
and Bi is the Biot number, defmed by 
Bi =hL. 
k 
(D4) 
(D5) 
(D6) 
To calculate T(x, t) it is necessary to know (1) the heat transfer coefficient, h, at the 
quench interface, (2) the thermal conductivity of the bar material, k, (3) the thermal 
diffusivity of the bar material, a, and (4) the length of the bar, L [ 4]. Knowing thes_e 
parameters, it is possible to determine the Biot number to use in solving the roots of 
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oqua&ioe CD') wbaa calaaltrin1 T(~ 1). BY1la111i0D ol T(~ 1). i.e., c.lculatin1 &he 
lanpCrU~ o( lhc so&dei' U I f UOCUOO o( I 
d elapsed times and a series rl corrcspondina clisLanccs from the q ucnc hcd end of the 
bar 11 which the solder wu 111 particular 1.cmpcrauuc, provides a temperature profile 
for each bar. From thiJ temperature profile, it is possible to calculate cooling rate 
profiles and velocity profiles for the solidifi~tioo in the bar. By calculllting the pairs 
of values (x, t) for a panicular temperature, T(x, t), the position of the T(x. t) 
intcrf ace CM1 be plotted and the velocity can be dctcnnined from the slope of the 
. . . 
posiuon versus tune curve. 
From the cooling rate profile it is possible to find the cooling rate at a point in the bar 
at a specific temperature, T f· Using the velocity profile, it is possible to find the 
velocity at which a specific temperature moved through a particular point in the bar. 
Both of these profiles represent a very important ability of this sample quench 
configuration. This ability is to produce a variation in the solidification history of an 
alloy in a single specimen, and most importantly, to define a quantifiable 
solidification sequence for a specific area of the sample. Thus, after subsequent 
study of the microstructure and mechanical properties of that region of the sample, a 
reference can be made to the solidification sequence that produced these properties . 
. 
From an industrial viewpoint, a simple check of the microstructure of a 
microelectronic joint should indicate expected properties and probable his_tory of the 
join~ providing a reference for design/production adjustments. 
The applicability of the transient, unidirectional heat transfer ~odel used in this study 
is supported by the good agreement between this analysis and those of Mathew et al 
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(6), Zuzanak (7], and. in panicular, KUDllr & Prabhu (8). AD four 1cudiCJ examine 
solidificatioa ol a longitudinal casting within a suinlcu s&ecl container, with a waler-
cooled base. ~ is a~t over using side insulation on the container to reduce 
radial bu! flow. The siudics arc pcrf ormed over the entire liq uicVsolid temperature 
range. Alloys with low tendcncic, for casting defcct.s arc uied. It is noted that the 
concerns of the studies arc also to monitor microstructural development to control 
mechanie& properties of the casting,. 
2.6 UNSTEADY-STATE TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
Finally, some proftlcs arc illustrated for a number of diff ercnt conditions. These 
~ gencralCd using a program written by Sutliff [ 4 ]. The code is listed in Appendix 
1. Table 4 lists the conditions used in calculating the profiles illustrated in Figures 8 
& 9. Note that the values for thennal diffusivity for 303 stainless steel and eutectic 
Pb-Sn arc within an order of magnitude difference from eachother. 
Tablt 4 
A 
B 
Solidi[u:alion para!Mlers wstd ilt caJcwlaliltg t~ approximo.lt unsttady-slalt 
te raJurt r Its or the a/lo s nched in the modi d-Jomin uration. 
e a emp. B1ot # 
.cm2/cal) fC) 
Stainless Steel 
303 
Pb-61.9wt%Sn 
0.160 183 
1.330 183 
1.00 
0.83 
Zuzana.k [7] has pointed out that for the mould materials and configurations typically 
used, the Biot numbers tend to be small (i.e., 0.2 to 2.0), the deviation in 
solidification time tends to be less than ten per cent, and the effects of interfacial heat 
transfer become minimal. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure8 
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CalcMlaled cooling rate along end-quenched bar al various times after quenching for 
conditions (a) A, and (b) B oUllined in Table 4. 
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\ 'c/ocll_Y J>nfifrs for the· 183 ''C interface as ll fun(tion of posltiun ulon~ tht har for 
profile• confi~zHatinns A omi'B (see Tcihle ./J. The advan(t' nf the 183"(~· inttrfore 
rcprcsc·nts the advance .oft he solidificatinn front t hrnugh the alloy ( 183 't~ = rru·lti n;: 
tcrrl{>t'rature for eutectic lead-tin). 
Figure 9 \Vas calculated fron1 the slope of the. position vs tirne curve for pairs of 
values (x,. t) frorn equation (04) for which the ten1perature 'T(x, t) was 183°C. 
2.7 COMPARISON OF ANALYSES 
The rnost irnportant difference an1ong the three studies is that Mathew et al consider 
st.eady-state heat transfer, whereas this study and that of Kurnar & Prabhu exan1ines 
unsteady-state behaviour. As ·mentioned previously, steady-slate analysis is 
applicable when a heat source and heat sink are simultaneously present, creating an 
invariant, steady-state temperature gradient in the sample. However, this is not the 
case in t~e present study, where the sample is cooled to the temperature of the quench 
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medium The uncooled ead ol lhe bar ii insulaaed IO enQR near zao heal lou from 
• dw ~ uldmaarly ac&Dn1 a uniditectiooal heal flow sit~ 
Although Mathew et aJ c~ aeady-state heal transfer, the methods used for 
measurement of thermal conducunccs, and the overall agreement with the 
applicability of the modified Jominy configuration for such measurements, were 
encouraging for further quantitative anaJysi, using UUi single sample configuration. 
That study also highlighted the strong possible effects of interf acial thermal 
resistance. However, it should be noted that an air gap is most likely to form in the 
roodificd Jominy configuration during solidification of the solder. It is most probable 
that this air gap would take the form described by Kumar & Prabhu, i.e., a small 
separation between most parts of the casting and the mould wall. This was, in fact, 
observed to be the case, and it was noted that the gap did not take the appearance of 
that described by Mathew et al, for larger casting sizes with respect to mould size, 
i.e., a large void at the interface between the casting and the quenched base of the 
mould. 
The heat flux model reported by Kumar & Prabhu produces results quite similar to 
those predicted for the mcxlified Jominy configuration. Kumar & Prabhu found that 
there was a maximum heat flux shortly after pouring the casting, followed by a rapid 
drop-off (Figure 5). The heat flux was thought to be initially high due to good 
contact between the liquid casting and the mould wall. With further solidification, 
there is increasingly worse contact, which reduces the heat flux across the 
casting/chill interface. The peak in the heat flux is denoted as Qmax, and is associated 
with the start of solidification. This is very similar to the temperature profiles 
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produced widl lbe model uaed in dw ~ Aa imporwll upcc1 ol dUJ commoo 
behavK>Ur, cooudcring the wide pouible variation in the air pp, is the similarity in 
behaviOW" of bodl models between the peak heal flux.. qAIU, and the rapid drop in heat 
flux after thiJ peak value. A1 mentionc4 qlltlU is attributed to good liquid/mould 
contact before solidification, and the drop in values is attributed to the reduction in 
contact during solidification. That is, Q..ai marks the start of solidification and 
probably the f onnatioo of an air gap, reducing the heal flux. 
Note that the estimated hut flux behaviour versus time curve of Kumar & Prabhu 
shown in Figure S, has similar form as that estimated using the temperature profile 
nxxiel in this study (compare Figure 5 with Figure 8). 
Kumar & Prabhu inccxpcra1C a calculation that accounts for the liberation of the latent 
heat of fusion during the solidification of the casting. Because the latent heat of 
fusion is not compensated fcx in our model~ it is important to use the model only with 
materials with relatively low heats of fusion. High heat of fusion would also tend to 
increase the radial heat flow out of the sample. 
In the work of Kwnar & Prabhu, it was noted that when an alumina coating was used 
on the internal chill surface, the heat flux is increased through the casting/chill 
interface. It is 9esirable, therefore, to know the effect of suggested internal silica 
insulation within the Jominy bar. By reducing the surface irregularities, silica 
insulation material may increase the heat flow between the casting and the bar. 
Because this insulation would be at the sides of the casting, it may increase the radial 
heat flow. This would be und~sirable. 
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FlJl&lly, unidin,ctinn.al IOlidiftcadon of a eu&cctic alloy ii noc expected to product 
longicudin&I compo&itional scgrcptioo. lt u for uw rulOO tha1 cilhcr binary or near-
ternary compositiooJ were chosen f <X' the present work. 
Diff owca that coostilutc improvements o.f the JRSCnl cxperimen t ova Mathew tt al, 
in tcnns of solidification technique&, arc tha1 the modified Jominy study used a much 
smaller casting mass with respect to the stainless steel container and fallows 
solidification (liquid-to-solid) behaviour, rather than the reverse situation. The use of 
a smaller thcnnal mass prevented the formation of a large air gap at the quench 
interface. This absence of a large gap prevented gre.atl y incre4Sed resistance to thermal 
conductance across the interface. However, as indicated in section 2.4, comparison 
with Kumar & Prabhu illustrates that a lesser, but still present, air gap problem yet 
exists due to surf ace irregularities. This problem is of varying importance depending 
upon the degree of contact between the casting and the mould (chill). Additionally, in 
the present case, the radial heat flow was limited within the solder casting, and the 
heat transfo- directionality was controlled by the steel bar. The temperature arrest due 
to undercooling a liquid during solidification is more pronounced than its counterpart 
on melting. For this reason, when measuring the change in temperature in a casting 
associated with the motion of a solid/liquid interface, it is easier to do so on 
solidification, rather than upon melting according to Mathew et al. 
There are differences in the techniques used which constitute disadvantages to the 
experimentation used in this study. However, this study is not exclusionary to the 
incorporation of some of these differences as future improvements to the experimental 
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technique. Por c11mple, tbe bca& IJ"UWer wu modeled ia thiJ lludy. and noc 
~ u per Mathew et al. It would be clirtttly advantageous to measure the 
thermal cooductance acrou the quench in&erf ace and calculate the overall heat transf cr 
coefficient for each solder. An alteration would be necessary in the model because 
the modified quench test is WlSleldy-state, rather than steady-state, heat transfer. 1bc 
measured value of ht could be used to better model the tcrnpcraturc profiles. What is 
nxR imponant., direct mcasuranent of the tempera~ at various positions within the 
casting, by use of thermocouples placed along longitudinal axis of the bar, would be 
a necessary addition and improvement to the analysis. Thennocouples could also be 
placed through the diameter of the bar, to ascertain the extent of radial heat flow that 
might be prcscn L 
Another improvement would be to incorporate insulation/cladding to further reduce 
radial heat flow. Several options were considered during the study. These were: to 
insert a small diameter silica tube between the solder and the stainless steel, to enclose 
the outside of the stainless steel bar with a large diameter silica tube, and to test either, 
or both, of these options with the end of the silica tube open or closed. It is believed 
that the best alternative probably would be to use a large diameter silica tube, with the 
end open to allow efficient quenching (see Figure 7). The external tubing would be 
easier to remove after quenching for sample preparation. Metallographic preparation 
ofa bar cross-section would be easier without the very hard, brittle silica intimately 
surrounding the soft, ductile solder. 
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SECTION3 
Microstructural Analysis 
3.1 EUTECTIC SOLIDIFICATION 
A binary eutectic alloy system is one where there is complete solubility of the 
components in the liquid phase, a minimum in melting temperature at some 
composition, and only partial solid solubility in each solid phase, i.e., for eutectic 
alloy A-B, some A dissolves in B, and some B dissolves in A. 
Figure 10 shows the binary alloy phase diagram for lead and tin. The eutectic 
temperanac is 183°C and the eutectic composition is Pb-61.9wt%Sn. The system has 
two different primary, or tenninal, phases aPb and ~Sn. 
a is a solid solution rich in Pb and the maximum solubility of 19 .0wt%Sn 
in Pb occurs at the eutectic temperature Te. 
~ is a solid solution rich in Sn, and the maximum solubility of 2.5wt%Pb in 
Sn occurs at Te. 
The solubility of both Pb in Sn and Sn in Pb decreases above and below Te· 
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Figure 10 Binary phase diagram/or lead and tin. 
Consider the solidification of the eutectic composition, Ce, Pb-Sn allo_y (Pb-61.9 
wt% Sn) cooling from liquid. At the eutectic point, e, liquid of eutectic composition 
Ce is in equilibrium with both a.Pb and psn solid phases (of compositions given by 
the maximum solubilities of each in the other). Liquid of any other composition can 
only be in eq~ilibrium with either a or~' not both. The eutectic reaction is thus 
illustrated· as L --+ a + ~, as liquid transforms to two solid phases. 
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After COOWll the liquid ao the equilibrium eu&ectic ~. T .. far solidification 
ol the eulCCtic to lake place, the liquid mull be lmdcrcoolcd below T. ( sec Fi~ 11) 
by an amount fl To given by 
[lO](El) 
~To • soca J lmdcrcooling 
W(oo) • free energy decrusc for very large values of A (sec section 3.1.2) 
= enthalpy lrm1 
t Temperature arrest 
Time 
Figure 11 Te~ralurt arrtst and wadercooling as afanction of~ during t~ solidification of 
an alloy. 
With the appropriate undercooling, the first solid nucleus will form. This could be 
either a or p. If a solid solution (rich in Pb) nucleates first, then the liquid 
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sunoundin1 lbe a nuclem will be rich ia e1ceu Sn 1uddcnly, and w the cooditiOOJ 
arc Mieal for a ~ nuclcUJ ao form in lhil area. Similari y, a will n uc lea1c nc x 1 bccJi use 
the liquid 1urrounding the ~n u now Pb rich. Figure 12 illustrates this nucleation 
proceu schematically. Once nucleation occun, growth of each of the phllsc.s may 
then proceed. In some sy~ bo<h nucleation and growth proceed simultaneously. 
aPb nudeu1 
.... 
Sn rich llquld 
Figure 12 Schemalic diagram of the ,wclealWII procus uc a binary ewectic alloy. Nuclei of 
aPb art surro~d by Sn rich rtgion.s tNJI art idLaJ siJ~s fort~ ,wc/eatwn of f35n. 
The eutectic reaction thus produces a solid eutectic product c<;>nsisting of an intimate 
mixture of alternating regions of the two ·solid phases aPb and psn. While the 
eutectic reaction proceeds, evolution of the latent hea_t of fusion maintains the 
temperature at a ftxed value (see Figure 11). Because aPb and psn have low 
entropies of fusion, a normal eutectic structure is formed [10]. A normal eutec.tic 
structure could be lamellar, rod-like, or spherical; the morphology of the binary 
eutectic Pb-Sn is most commonly observed to be lamellar. Growth of the two phases 
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OCCUR •cooperalively behind Ill e11enti&1Jy pluiar eutectic/liquid interface• ( 10). 
Pillft 13 schematically reprexnu this powth process. As noted above during the 
nucleation, cxceu Sn around an aPb nuclcw f onru a ~Sn nucleus, and vice versa. 
Once a number of thciC nuclei have f ormcd, thil proces.s con tin ucs during the growth 
of the nuclei into platelets that form the lamcllac. Excess Sn ahead of a Pb rich aPb 
platelet diffuses a lateral distance to its neighbouring Sn rich f3,Sn platelet. The same 
is true for excess Pb ahead of Sn rich ~n platelets, which diffuses toward the a.Pb 
platelets through the eutectic liquid ahead of the solid-eutectic/liquid-eutectic interface. 
aPb 
J3Sn 
aPb 
~n 
diffusion 
Pb diffusion 
n diffusion 
- V 
Sn rich llquld 
~Pb rich llquld 
Figure 13 Sc~ma </.the" ~liar growth process in a binary ewectic lead-tin alloy. 
3.1.2 lnterlamellar Spacing 
The growth rate of the platelets, and hence the lamellar eutectic solid, as a whole, 
depends upon the velocity of this lateral diffusion of excess atoms. The time for this 
diffusion to take place depends upon the distance the atoms most travel laterally to the 
next platelet This distance is the interlamellar spacing, A., illustrated in Figure 13. 
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Tbe pmaer lhe powdl mae. dae ..,11e, lbe di1&1acc dw 1l00ll are able &o diffuse. and 
hence A decn:ues. 
ThiJ ,uggcsu that the interlamcllar 1pacin1 could be infinitesimal and the growth 
proceu inswllaneoos. llowcvcr, a lower limit to A. exists. A. is limited by the need 
for an energy supply to satisfy the w'fi in&afacial energy, 'Y~· 
ror an intcrlamclla.r spacing, l. there is a IOW of (2/lJ m2 of w'fi intcf ~ per m3 of 
eutectic material. Thus. the free energy change associated with the solidification of 1 
rrole of liquid is given by 
(E2) 
where Vm == molar volume of the eutectic 
£\G(oo) z free energy decrease fcx- very large values of)/' [ 10] 
~G·(A) must be negative for solidification to occur, and this can be achieved by 
making ~G( oo) larger than the interf acial energy term. To make ~G( 00) large, the 
undercooling ~TO in equation (E 1) should be made large. When the undercooling 
term balances out the interfacial energy term in equation (E2), solidification will 
begin. The minimum possible interlamellar spacing, A•, occurs when ~G(A *) = 0, 
i.e. when 
A• = _2_y~_V_m_T_e 
AH ATo (E3) 
i.e., the greatest total undercooling, (ATo)max, gives the smallest possible 
interlamellar spacing, A•. If this material follows a Hall-Petch-Chou relation at low 
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- die PD1Jlela lwt1melJv lpldna wW bave lbe ~ values for iu 
mechanical propenica. IUcll u allimaar rm1Ue arcagth and hln1nca. 
Various CXlftlliooJ e1i11 for lbe opcimum value of l. to obtain the maximum growth 
race, none with any phy,ical buiJ for the a.uumptions they ma.kc. Experimentally, 
~ is support for the rdarion l. • 2l. • giving the maximum growth rate for a given 
degree of WMicrcooling. particular I y in the lead-tin eutectic system ( 10]. 
3.1.3 Mlcrostructural Contr~ 
The miaosttucturc of the alloy depends mainly upon 
0 the rclari vc amounts of the phases JRSCl11 
o the cooling rate 
0 the structure and bonding of the individual phases 
but, because the individual phase structures/bonding and the amounts present in a 
particular eutectic alloy cannot be changed, control of the microstructure must be 
accomplished by way of cooling rate and degree of undercooling during 
solidification. 
To achieve the greatest values for the mechanical properties of the alloy, a fine 
microstructure must be achieved using a fast cooling rate and a high degree of 
undercooling, as determined by equations (El) & (E3). The cooling rate determines 
the time available for equilibrium conditions to be established. Slow cooling allows 
equilibrium conditions to be approached, which allows greatest time for growth, and 
hence largest interlamellar spacing. 
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l.lA Grain Coanenlng 
It should be noccd tlw srains have ui optimum siz.e for growth to occur. Thi.a size iJ 
n:l11cd to the number of grain boundariel surrounding the grain, i.e., the number of 
grains around a panicular grain. Larger grains in a disuibution have more grain 
boundaries intcnccting lhcm and the geometry of these boundaries is such that the 
grain grows outwardi. It turns out that grains with six grain boundary surface 
intersections in a plane arc nearly st.able. The boundaries in these grains are 
approximately planar. Those grains with less than six boundaries, have boundaries 
that are conca vc in wards, and shrink until they eventual 1 y disappear. Grains with 
more than six boundaries, arc concave outwards~ and will undergo grain coarsening. 
Coarsening occurs at temperatures above O ..S Tm· This is because the boundaries 
have enough energy to be significantly mobile [ 11 ]. Lead-tin eutectic alloys are 
above this value at room temperature, so coarsening takes place at room temperature 
even after complete solidification or quenching of the alloys. 
The addition of alloying or impurity elements, as is true for silver and gold, 
respectively, in this study, to a eutectic alloy can create instability in a planar eutectic 
front This instability can lead to cellular growth, breaking up the planar interface at 
the solid growth front The impurity elements generally diffuse laterally to these 
newly formed cell walls, changing the overall solidification direction. In the case of a 
lamellar eutectic structure, as in lead-tin, the lamellae tend to form a fan-like structure 
around the cellular impurity colonies. It is even possible for an irregular structure to 
result. 
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Wi&b dua bl.ckpound informatioa oo eulectic IOlidificatioo, and wilb the model of the 
bca1 transfer in the roodified Jominy sample coofiguratioo in muML it is appropriate to 
examine the microstructurcs of the samples. Comparison can then be made between 
the pn:dictcd cooling rates in the s.amplu. by way of the heat transfer model, and the 
microstructurcs produced by the quench procedure. The microstructures indicate the 
magnitude of the cooling rate, although n()( quantifiably so. Explanations of the 
procedures for microstructural examination, the results, and the conclusions drawn 
from these results arc discussed in the rest of this section. 
3.2 MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PREPARATION 
Once quenching was complete, the bar was sectioned longitudinally to allow 
mctallographic preparation. The technique used for mctallographic preparation for 
light optical (L.0.M.) and scanning electron microscopy (S.E.M.) was to: 
0 Grind on SiC paper to 600 grit (fine grits avoid embedding of large abrasive particles 
associated with rougher grits); 
0 Polish on low-nap cloth with an aqueous suspension of Al203; this suspension 
provides mild etching of the solder, and removes the need for an individual etching 
step. Note that the common fmal polishing step using colloidal silica is to be avoided 
due to this suspension's undesirable attack-etch characteristic. 
0 Use careful pressure control during polishing to avoid scratches; 
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3.3 MICIOITIUCTUIAl ANALYIII RESULTS 
In light optical cuminatioo. lead appears u the darkeu phase, tin u the lighlesl., and 
intcnnetallics appear 11 shades of gray contra.sting between the two extremes. In 
backscattered electron imaging, the lead appears as the lightest phase, the tin as the 
darkest., and again the intcnnctal1ie3' contr'UI is bdween these extremes. 
The microstructurcs of the end-quenched solders varied with distance from the 
quenched en<L and thus varied with cooling rate. A banded/cellular structure is 
evident in all four solders. Near the quenched end there is a unidirectionality to the 
bands. With increased distance from the quenched end., directionality of the bands 
tends to be toward the longitudinal axis of the bar. This agrees with earlier 
observations for the eutectic Pb-Sn alloy [ 4]. The banding in all the solder alloys 
examined demonstrates this 'chevron' appearance with decreased cooling rate (see 
Figure 14b ). This occur.t-cncc is attributed to the significant radial heat flow in areas 
of slower cooling. 
The cellular description of the microstructurcs refers to the colonies of intennetallic 
and eutectic phases that constitute the structures within the banding described above. 
Figure 14 summarizes, schematically, the cooling rates and microstructural character 
of the alloys at various regions in the quenched sample configuration. 
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Figure 14 ( a) Sc~IM of tM q~ncMd sample configMTalion. TM general cooling rates and 
microstructwes prevailing al various positions in the samples are indicated. ( b) 
Schema of the microstructural featw'es within the sollkr bar. 
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U1 Pb-Sn 
<Fil'ft 15) Alloy A 
A fine eutectic 1b'UC1~ wu exhibited at the fu, cooling rate, quenched end. 
Coanening occunui u the cooling rate decrease, with increased distance from the 
quenched end. Directionality varies a.s described above. Notice how, after casting, 
the lamcllac coarsened &! room tcmpcnuurc such that the phases arc now more 
cquia.xed and have become diJCOntinuoo1. Coarsening has occurred, then, both 
during solidification/cooling and at ambient conditions after the quench was 
performed. Note, also, the coarsening within the lead dendrite in the 30mm BSE 
micrograph. It was intended that the alloy should undergo this stabilization process 
(the coarsening rate was significantly reduced, such that it was 'stable') before 
mechanical testing was performed and properties were related to a given 
microstruct~. The interlamellar spacing is approximately 4µm near the quenched 
end and 7µm near the slow cooled end of the bar. 
3.3.2 Pb-Sn-2%Ag 
(Figure 16) Alloy B 
Primary Pb dendrites are superimposed upon banded colonies of acicular plate-like 
Ag3Sn intermetallic and ternary eutectic Pb~Sn-Ag3Sn. Coarsening of both 
morphologies occurs with decreased cooling rates. Note that the overall structure is 
much fmer than that for the Pb-Sn binary eutectic alloy (Figure 15). The addition of 
Ag to the binary Pb-Sn eutectic has acted to cause cellular banding and associated 
destabilization of the planar eutectic solidification interlace. However, the 
solidification rate was not adversely affected, evidenced by the fine overall structure, 
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ud •l•IIJCI ••llh· TIie AowtemeHw apacual II die qaadlod ead iJ apprmimaceJy 
I~ wt it iJ 2µm II the oppo&l&e awl The spacin1 between the A&JSn plate-lik.e 
IUUClure incrcuea from sub-micron values II the quenched to approximately lµm 11 
the insulated end of the bar. It is thiJ coanenin& in the strengthening intarnctallic 
phase tlw probably accounll for the dccn:uc in hardness shown in Figure 20. The 
publi&hcd values for the ternary eutectic composition and temperature a.re Sn-
36wt'l>Pb-1-5wt'l>Ag 11 178°C (30). 
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30mrn 
L.O.M. 20µm B.S.E. JOµm 
Figure 15 LighJ optical and backscauered electron micrographs of eutectic lead-tin (Alloy A) as 
a function of distance (mm) from the quenched end. 
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Figure 16 Lighl optical and backscattered electron micrographs of eutectic lead-tin with 2 wt% 
silver (Alloy B) as a function of distance (mm)from the quenched end. 
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~-2%Au 
(Pi~ 17) Alloy C 
Primary Pb dcndri&cs can be seen in a Sn mauix sogcthcr with an incrusingly coarser 
distribution of acicular needles of AuS114 irucnnetallic phase at dccrea.scd cooling rate 
along the bar. As the matrix phases do not appear to be coupled, it is not clear 
whether the three phases in the matrix arise from a ternary eutectic reaction, or by 
other secondary solidification ~tions. The overall structure is again finer than that 
for the Pb-Sn (Figure 15), but coarser than that for the Pb-Sn-2wt%Ag (Figure 16). 
The distribution of phases (coarseness) does not change much with distance from the 
quenched end. Note how the lead phase has been etched away. It is probable that a 
localized galvanic cell was produced during polishing. This could have led to the 
preferential etching evident in this specimen (inadvertently polishing with colloidal 
silica could produce such an effect). The way in which the acicular intermetallic 
AuSn4 remains in the voids supports this supposition. The interlamellar spacing 
remains constant at approximately 5µm, possibly accounting for the constant 
mechanical properties indicated by the hardness results in Figure 20. 
3.3.A Pb-65.20%Sn-4. 95%Au 
(Figure 18) Alloy D 
Large AuSn4 primary blades are superimposed upon a banded/cellular eutectic 
structure. These morphologies coarsen with increased distance from the quenched 
end. The matrix structure is coarser than that for the Pb-Sn-2wt%Ag (Figure 16), but 
finer than those for Pb-Sn (Figure 15) and Pb-Sn-2wt%Au (Figure 17). The 
interlamellar spacing ranges between approximately l-2µm near the quenched end, to 
3-4µm near the insulated end of the sample. This composition is the ternary eutec.tic 
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alloy C4mpolldoa mo11 recea&Jy q&MMed by Humpaton (12). However. 
IDiaOIWCauraJ uwyw ol thiJ alloy ~ition indica&CI tlw it ii DOC the ternary 
euautic compolition (larae prutW)' AuS~ blades can be found in this alloy). 
Communications with Prince directed aucntion toward the composition Pb-
64 . .Swt'l>Sn-3.0wt'l>Au being the actual ternary composition for the Pb-Sn-Au alloy 
system [ 13 ]. Very recent work by Manning has confmncd Prince's suggcs.tion that 
the tcrnary composj tion is closest to Pb-64 . .Swt'I, Sn- 3. Owt % Au [ 14 J. 
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Figure 18 LighJ optical and backscattered electron micrographs of ternary eutectic lead-tin-gold 
(Alloy DJ as a/unction of distance (mm)from the quenched end. 
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3.4 MICIOITIUCTUIAL OIIIIVATIONI 
In wmmary. it can be 1CCJ1 tha1 &rain siu, presenc~ of intenncwlic phases. and 
distributioo of ternary solute in the phases arc all influenced by the solidificatjon 
process, as expected. Ternary additions ol Ag and Au are seen to inc~ the ovcrall 
hardness of the alloys (Figure 20). Addition of 2wt% Ag gives the giutcst increase 
in overall hardness. Note that Ag is often intentionally added to Pb-Sn solder to 
increase its strength in service. Significantly, the overall structure produced by this 
ternary addition is finer than that for the alloy fomlCd with the addition of 2wt% Au. 
Correspondingly, the microhardness as a function of position from the quenched end 
decreases more for the alloy with addition of Ag, where a finer structure gives way to 
coarsening, than with addition of Au, where the coarseness of the structure does not 
change appreciably with distance from the quenche.d end. It seems likely that the 
overall microhardness of Pb-Sn-Au (off-eutectic ternary, alloy D) would lie below 
that for Pb-Sn-2wt%Ag and above that for Pb-Sn-2wt%Au (as indicated by the 
dotted line on Figure 20) judging by the trends exhibited so far. Microhardness 
measurements were not obtained from the ternary eutectic Pb-Sn-Au sample due to its 
inhomogeneity. It was thought to be preferable to characterize a compositionally 
homogeneous sample closer to the ternary eutectic composition. 
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SECTION~ 
Mlcrohardness Analysis 
4.1 VICKERS MICROHARDNESS TESTING 
Microhardncss testing i, essentially indentation hardness testing incorporating a 
diamond indenter that is forced into the test material at forces ranging from I gf to 
·,.ICXX) gf. The specific geometry of the te~ used in this study is referred to as Vickers 
microhardness testing. The Vickers indenter is a pyramidal diamond that has been 
highly polished. A square-based, pointed diamond is used with face angles of 136°. 
The depth to which the indenter is fcrced into the test material, for the Vickers test, is 
approximately one seventh of the diagonal length of the indent. The further the 
indenter is forced into the material, the greater the diagonal length of the indent, and 
the softer the material being tested. The Vickers hardness, H v, is given by 
· 2 . F sin (e_) 
H. - 2 v- d2 (Fl) 
where F = applied force, kgf 
d = mean diagonal indent length, mm. 
8 = angle between opposite faces of the diamond indenter, 136° 
The hardness value is determined by measuring the size of the resulting non-
recovered indentation diagonal length by using a calibrated microscope. The 
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mapificarioa uled oa &be mimJ«ope ii cbolea IO fill the field of view with lhc 
indent Thia n:duces the eiror 1ssoci11t.d wich rnusurin1 the indent dia&onaJ length. 
The placement and mea.sumnent of the indcnlatioru arc discussed below. 
4.2 MICIOHAIDNESS PtE,AIATION AND MEASUREMENT 
Once the specimens had been prepared for mctallographic examination, they were 
also ready for microhardncs.s mcasuremcnu to be made. Note that a flat had been 
machined parallel to the plane of meallographic observation (sec Figure 19a) before 
final polishing and etching. This flat is used for mounting the sample parallel to the 
plane of the microhardncss indenter. The configuration shown in Figure 19b is used 
for clamping the sample to an x-y micrometer stage on the microhardness tester. The 
microhardness tester used was the LECO M400-Ff. A standard pyramidal diamond 
indenter was used to determine the Vickers microhardness. A fifty gram load was 
used, and the duration of the indent cycle (which includes lowering and raising the 
indenter) was approximately fifteen seconds. The measurement of indentation size 
was accomplished using a calibrated microscope mounted on the indenter carriage, 
working at a magnification of 400X. Indentations were made along the center of the 
sample. 
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Ca) 
St ... Ba 
0.375. 
H 
o.s· 
(b) 
Figure 19 (a) Schema of the iN.kllkUion sample colljiglU'alion; (b) schema of the indentation 
stage clamp holding tM sample shown ill (a). 
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Vicker·, Uicrohardn••• (50 9 Load) vs. 
Distance trom Quenched End 
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SECTIONS 
Microcreep Analysis 
5.1 INTRODUCTION TO CREEP 
5.1.1 Tensne Creep - Introduction to Strain-Rote Senstttvtty 
For a ductile material to deform uniformly under tensile stress, stable flow must 
occur. The limit to stable flow at temperatures below 0.3 Tm occurs when the 
material has strain-hardened to its maximum limit. At this point, the material begins 
to neck (geometrically defonn) at a position in the material where the true strain, f, 
equals the strain hardening index, N. The strain hardening index of the material, 
therefore, limits the true strain attainable by the material. For further elongation, N 
must be increased. This can only be achieved by unloading and softening the 
material, then strain hardening again. [ 15] 
It seems unusual, then, that materials such as cuteetic lead-tin above 0.5 Tm, which 
strain soften, should have any unifonn elongation under tensile load, let alone exhibit 
superplastic behaviour (see Superplasticity, next section). The factor controlling 
stable flow above 0.5 Tm is strain-rate sensitivity, SRS, which replaces N, _the 
controlling factor at temperatures below 0.3 Tm· For stable tensile creep deformation, 
a high value of the strain-rate sensitivity index, m, is required to limit necking, and 
this is given by 
6J 
(01) 
where k • CODIIIDI 
1n I superpltaic material w~ m is hiah. but < 1. the nue of ruiuction in cross-
sectiooal area dcpcndJ upon the load applied and is independent of both stress and 
defects present oo the surf ace. i.e., 1upcrplastic material dcfomu over a wide area of 
the sample and necking appears nol to occur beausc the defonnation is spread over a 
large area of the sample. In non-supcrplastic material where m < 0.2, pronounced 
reduction in cross-sectional area (necking) occurs, where the area is a minimum and 
. . 
stress u at a maximum. 
5.1.2 SuperplasHctty 
Superplasticity describes the unique ability of a material (metal or ceramic) to flow 
with the characteristics of fluid-like hot polymers and glasses. This phenomenon is 
relatively rare in crystalline materials [ 15]. 
The exceptionally ductile behaviour associated with superplasticity has been shown in 
various non-ferrous eutectic and cutcctoid alloys [16, 17, 18, 19]. Of interest to this 
study, eutectic lead-tin is noted to exhibit superplasticity [16]. Thus, in this study, 
superplasticity due to the use of the special microstructural condition, described by 
the eutectic reaction in lead-tin, is considered. Superplastic behaviour does not infer 
any specific mechanism of mechanical deformation. Instead, such behaviour infers a 
specific requirement for its effects to occur. The prime requirement for 
superplasticity is a high strain-rate sensitivity value. 
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~ 1.2.1 Origin ot supe,plasHc behcMour In eutectic structures 
Superplulicily taMil to be found in cu&ecdc IWCtun:s. TbiJ occurrence iJ related &o 
cuacctic sttuctwes tha1 have approximaceJy equal proportioos of two pha.scs, because 
these multi-phase wuct~I tend to have greau:r stability and optimum extensibility. 
Supcrpla.stic behaviour i.1 especially likely if the two eutectic phases have simi!Jlr 
ductilities and melting point&, particularly when the phases have a small grain sitt ( 1 -
10 µm) and the ambient tcmperatw-c is above 0.5 Tm· This is the case for eutectic 
lead-tin, wh~ the elemental percentage elongations arc similar at Pb: 47%, Sn: 57%, 
room temperature rcprcscnll 0.65 T 111, and the size of the lamellac, or intcrlamellar 
spacing, A., == 2-4µm. 
5. 122. Grain boundary s!Jdlng 
At typically slow deformation rates associated with supcrplastic behaviour observed 
in lead and its alloys, it has been suggested (20] that grain boundary sliding is the 
predominant deformation mode accompanied by diffusional creep along the 
boundaries. Juhasz et al [21] measured the activation energy for superplastic 
deformation and, combine.d with strain-rate sensitivity measurements, showed that 
superplastic deformation occurred in eutectic lead-tin during indentation creep 
(described in section 5.1.3). The mechanism of deformation was attributed to be 
grain boundary sliding. It will be shown that very similar observations were also 
made in the present study. 
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S. 1.23 Eutect6c lead-~ oloyl 
A1Joyin1 ol tin with lead &o form stable, fine, lamellar eucectic ,uuctures with 
supcrplutic behaviour bu been well emblished. However, ii is suggested by 
JobnlOO ( 1 .SJ thal there ii inlufficlcnl grain-size control during deformation in a.s-ca.st 
eutectic lead-tin to allow 1upcrpla.£tic deformation, a.s opposed to necking and more 
common stress rupture by way of necking. It is also suggested by Cline & Alden 
(22) that there arc inwfficicnt suit.able boundaries in the as-cast structure to allow 
large scale sliding. Since the alloys used in this study w~ as-a.st, these suggestions 
must be addressed. It will be shown that these suggestions do not appear to be valid 
for alloys A to C during the indcntatioo creep in this study, although superplastic 
deformation does appear to be taking place in a similar manner to that described by 
Juhasz tt al. The SRS factor, m, for lead-tin at room temperature with a grain size of 
1 µm has been reported to reach values of m • 0.6 (22]. For most materials 
exhibiting superplastic behaviour above 0.5 Tm, m • 0.5. 
5.1.3 Impression and Indentation Creep 
Long time hardness tests, i.e., indentation or impression micro hardness tests, have 
been shown to provide information on the creep properties of materials, particular! y 
superplastic materials such as eutectic lead-tin [23, 24]. These tests are simpler than 
tensile creep because they do not require machining of samples, and can be carried 
out on small flat samples. 
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5.1.3.1 tmp,euk)n testing 
It bu been 1ugcstcd by variou.l raeaichen (23, 25, 26) that impreuioo testing 
usin1 a flat cylindrical punch rcprcscnu an improvement over indentation testing 
when determining ~p in IDl1eriaa. because imprusion creep curves CJU1 be more 
euil y coovcned to cooventiooal tensile creep cwvcs. For a fw c y lindricaJ indenter, 
. 
the Sleldy sauc saain rate, t,, iJ gi vcn u 
(Hl) 
where v iJ the penetration velocity, ( depth versus time) al constant impressing load, 
Additionally, the cq ui v alcnt stress is cq ua1 to one third of the stress bclo w th c flat-
ended punch. 
(H2) 
where F = pressure just below the punch. 
The stress exponent, n, was obtained from the stress versus time data genelllted using 
this measurcme.nt technique. 
5.1.32 Indentation testing 
However, indentation creep testing is easier to perform due to the availability of 
microhardness testers with the appropriate Vickers indenters. Testing on 
conventional microhardness machines is particularly appealing when the difficulty of 
machining lead-alloy tensile creep samples is considered. However, the advantages 
of impression testing over tensile testing are not so clear when the need for specially 
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buQc .... lllliDI FE ±NI ii conlklfnd. ~ ia ICCII~ moll appropriale 
ID perform indcnrarion aecp lelbn1 owr bolh wmlile and imprn1lon memodL 
There iJ a problem 11sociatcd with indcn&adon cn:cp usin1 Vickcn or BrincU 
indenten in that the deformatioo iJ meuurcd after load removal. This mearu that a 
large number of indencatiom arc nocewary for each crup t.cst. The small variarioru 
in hardness due to creep could fall within the 1ignificant statistical variations of the 
hardness measurements over an entire specimen. ThuA. any creep behaviour could be 
lost due ID large error in the measurements.. It would be advantageous to monitor the 
creep in the material continuous! y. Howes [ 27] suggests tluu the Rock well hardness 
test could have advantages over the Vickcn and Brincll tests in this manner. The 
Rockwell test measures indenter penetration under load. Thus, it is possible to 
follow the creep behaviour continuously during any single indentation. This is 
similar to the impression test, but the Rockwell test is much more readily available. 
Use of the Rockwell test should be considered for future studies. 
5.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT 
Before the microcrcep mea~urements, further metallographic preparation was 
necessary to remove the microhardness indentations and surrounding stress fields. 
Light grinding, using 400 and 600 grit SiC paper, and polishing, as described above, 
removed enough material to accomplish this objective. Samples were mounted as for 
microhardness testing. 
It was originally intended that indentation microcreep would be examined as a 
function of solidification cooling rate and ambient temperature between room 
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,:t9 I tru.c-ture of IO -4 · 16 , 1 h.e>ur 1he-, 1coli.dihc1t °"" 
(5 M . b1cluo<..1tt red e l c t, 0-n ,,.,, , , 
ph 1 u 11 , ,,, I (10 1,1 1"'1'1 ) 
,: 1:9 5:1 · m • , .,., •• fig S,11 • h er 1J c11yt • , ro,o 
r EM . bt:ellK.1ne-r d ele-ct,on ,m a • I (10µ.ffl } 
Figure 21 Micrographs show coarst!Wlg ila uad tkNirilts ill a kad-1ilt aJioy. ThL coar~n.ing 
occ wrred al room ~,nperaJwrt cr.,,,er a ~nod of 63 days. Micro g raplu rtprodJ4C t d from 
a report by IN JnurNJIWNJJ Tua Rtsearch butitwu [28]. 
temperature and l 50°C. Discussion with Prince [ 13 J suggested that microstructural 
stability at elevated temperatures should be considered carefully. Noting how rapidly 
Pb dendrites have been reported to coarsen in Pb-Sn alloys (see Figure 21 [28] ), 
indentation microcreep at high homologous temperatures for the solder alloys in 
question, would be difficult to characterize; room temperature represents 0.65 Tm 
(K). For this reason, indentation microcreep was performed only at room 
temperature and with samples that had sufficient time for coarsening to slow down 
significantly, leaving a microstructurally stable sample. Approximately three months 
elapsed between alloy casting and microstructural preparation, with subsequent 
mechanical testing. 
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Becauac lbe paia &UC of lbc alloy, II.led ill lbia 11udy wu much 1m11lct Lh&n the 
indenl di&aooal length produced a1 a cooJ11nc lOld ol 100g, the indentation method 
compared well to tensile crccp, i.e .. w~ a w1e number of ua,ins are involved in 
the ddomwioo proceu. Miaoh&rdneu testing, incorporating a constant load of 
50&, involved fewer of the alloy grairu in the deformation processes. The use of the 
heavier load therefore represents an improvement in testing conditions during the 
indenw.ion microcrecp tests. 
Indentation microcrecp was thcrd'~ carried out using a constant load of 100 grams. 
Hold times used were 1 minute, 10 minutes, and 120 minutes. These times include 
only the time that the indenta was in cooUICt with the sample. As far as possible, the 
indentations were placed at least 2.5 d from the edges of the sample and spaced 4-5 d 
from each other, where d is the diagonal length of the indent This spacing prevented 
stress fields from previous indentations from interfering with the current indentation. 
Figure 22 shows this indent layout 
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Sokf1r Sample 
StalnJeaa St.., Bar 
Indent 
Figurt 22 ScM11ta of UV i.Jttu,u laJow MSed IO aW>id iAuractwlt of strus fu/J.s from mort 1hals 
OM~. 
5.2.1 Typical methods for plottfng data versus the grouping used In 
this study. 
If it were possible to measure the Vickers hardness, HY, as a function of dwell time 
at a single position on the sample, then a plot similar to that in Figure 23 would be 
obtained. 
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-C 
f 
Dwell Time (minutes) 
F1gurt· .:3 St'hc·mdtic pint of \ ·1<"kc-rs fwrdnt.'i.'i i.·t>rslH cb .. ·t'll time ut a single· posllinn on the 
s(implc. 
II ()\\' c v c r. i t \\/ a s n o t po s s i h le to rn ea s u re H V for v a r i o u s d \1/C 11 t i rn c s a t a s i n g le 
position due to the ·size lirnit'ations of the sarnple and the need to space the 
indentations away f rorn other stress fields. Therefore, .the plots of indent diagonal 
length, d, versus dwell tin1e, t, produced in this stud_y include a slight varia-tion in 
position. Thus, d has a variation with respect to distance fron1 the quenched end of 
the san1ple in ~ddition to variation with respect to tin1e. This is in1p0I1ant because 
there is a variation in hardness with cooling rate, and because cooling rate varies with 
distance fron1 the quenched end, x, i.e., hardness varies with x also. It is only 
possible, then, to approximate H(t) at a single position. In fac.t, H(x,t) is modeled by 
·this study. This makes comparison between samples slightly more complicated. 
However, the error/variation associated with each of the 'single position' groups is 
similar for each position on each sample. So, although comparison between samples 
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ii DOC u saaapd'orwud u for lbe lludy ol JMMu et al. ii iJ nevenbelcu rasooably 
~lilhcd. 
5.3 RISULTS OF INDENTATION MICIOCIEE,. 
Alloy D i1 noc characterized in terms of microcrccp, again bccau~ of its 
inhomogeneity. There iJ a 1cncraJ agreement between the microhardness and 
indcnta.tioo microcrttp results in terms of position and magnitude fey all three alloys. 
The magnitude of the Vicken hardness is slightly lower for the microcrecp results 
than that for microhardnc.ss. This is to be expected due to the longer time over which 
the indenter is in contact with the sample. The effect of creep is large at these low 
hold times since the creep rate is at its highest in this lower region of the hardness 
versus time curve, i.e., primary, or logarithmic creep is being observed. 
Because the grain siz.e of the alloys is much smaller than the indent diagonal length 
produced at a constant load of 1 OOg, the indentation method compares well to tensile 
creep where a large number of grains are involved in the deformation mechanisms. 
The previous microhardness testing, incorporating a constant load of 50g, involved 
fewer of the alloy grains in the deformation processes. This represents an 
improvement in testing conditions during the indentation microcreep tests. 
Figures 24 - 26 illustrate plots of (a) indent diagonal length (µm) versus distance 
from the quenched end (mm), and (b) stress (MPa) at the indent surface (hardness) 
versus distance from the quenched end (mm), for alloys A to D respectively. 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 24 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 25 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 26 
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Indentation microcreep of Pb-Sn-2wt%Au: plots of (a) indent diagonal length (µm) 
and (b) stress (MPa) versus distance (mm)from the quenched end. 
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A compariloa ol lbc areu or budnm versua diaance curve1 for lhc th1'C alloys uw 
0 The magnitude d the WCSI and twdncsa is put.ell fa alloy B. 
0 The slopes for all lhc hold time.I ( 1. 10. & 120 minu&c.s) ~ positive fa both alloys A 
and C. However. for alloy B the IUCu/hanincu dccreues u a function of distance 
from the quenched end, i.e., its slope is negative. 
0 The s.lope of the 120 minute hoW time curve for alloy C is slightly more positive than 
for alloy A. The magnitude of the corresponding 120 minute curve for alloy B is 
approximately three times greater than that for either alloy A or B. The 120 minute 
curve slope for alloy A has the lowest value for any curve of the three alloys, and the 
coo-csponding curve for alloy B has the greatest slope magnitude for any of the three 
alloy's curves. 
0 The slope of the 10 minute curve for alloy C is slightly more positive than for alloy 
A, and it has the greatest slope of the three hold-time curves for alloy C. The 10 
minute curve for alloy A has the intennediatc value of slope for that alloy's three 
hold-time curves. The 10 minute hold-time curve for alloy B has a magnitude over 
twice that of alloy A and ova six times that of alloy C. 
0 The slope of the 1 minute curve for alloy C is less positive than for alloy A, and is the 
lowest of the three hold times for alloy C. The magnitude of the slope of the 1 minute 
hold-time curve for alloy B is greater than that for alloy A by twice, and that. for alloy 
C by over three times. 
0 The average magnitude of the slopes for alloy B is much greater than that for either 
alloy A or C. The average magnitude of the slopes for alloy C is slightly greater than 
that for alloy A. 
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ma~imum and minimum ~u values an 1ivcn for indenra1jo11J within a s,inelc 
'position-poop' for each 1&mple. The maximum dccrc.a.sc is gi vcn as a total 
pcn:cntage dccreuc for the sucs1 in that group. Thcrcf orc, the grc.atcst cff ect of 
accp wu cv~ in alloy A, in the 30 mm pos.tion-group, between hoW times of 1 
and 120 minutes. The lea.st prooounced creep response was from alloy C, but 
interestingly, this value wu from the .5 nun group, at the fine microstructurc end of 
the sample. 
Table 5 Cre~ ma:am.um cree 
Alloy Homol. Temp. om.ax o mm Max. Deer. in o 
X T @298K K f.mm-2 K f.mm- 2 max(%) 
A 0.65 103 ± 4 40± 3 65 (@30nun) 
B 0.66 142 ± 9 77 ± 13 58 (@ 40nun) 
C 0.66 103 ± 2 50± 2 54 (@ 5 mm) 
The percentage decrease in stress with dwell time, the measure of creep response, for 
alloy C decreased slightly with decreasing cooling rate, for alloy A re~ained 
approximately the same (possibly a slight increase with cooling rate), and for alloy B 
increased with cooling rate decrease. 
In Table 6, the maximum and minimum stress values are given for indentations 
within a single dwell-time group for each sample. The maximum change is given as a 
total percentage change ( + = increase, - = decrease) for the stress in that group. 
Therefore, the greatest change in stress/hardness was evidenced in alloy B, in the 1 
minute dwell-time-group, between 5mm and 50mm from the quenched end. The 
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pemJD'l,C: doc:rcue in lbc mea II a paniader lime wida ~ ID posjlion. iJ mctdy 
a meu&R ol chan,e in pq,cniea WWI coolin1 rue. 
Tobi~ 6 ruvlu IM~#T't tJ, 
Alloy Homol. Temp. 
. Mu. Owlgc in omu onun 
CJ(%) 
A 103 ± 4 88 ± 5 +29 (@ 1 min) 
8 0.66 119 ± 3 79 ± 7 - 41 (@ 1 min) 
C 0.66 89 ± 13 78 ± 2 +34 ( lOmin 
By plotting indent diagonal length versus dwell time, it was established that a power 
law fit gave a reasonable agreement to Juha.sz's data (sec Figure 27). The power law 
function which provided the lea.si squares best power fit was 
d • A · t 0.1 
where A is a constant dependent upon the temperature and applied load, and is 
approximately equal to 150. The actual plots of Indent Diagonal Length (µm) versus 
Dwell Time (secs) are not included due to difficulty in clearly presenting the data 
when error bars and curve fits arc included. 
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By replotting the indent diagonal length data against both r).l and t-0-2, it was found 
that the best approximation to the fit was given by an exponent of 0.1 for all three 
alloys. Figures 28 - 30 illustrate plots of Indent Diagonal Length (µm) versus t°· 1 for 
alloys A to C respectively. These plots were obtained after examination of plots 
similar to Figure 27 to ascertain the exponent that gave the best power law fit to the 
Indent Diagonal Length versus Time plots. These data were used to compare the 
present study with that of Juhasz et al, as mentioned below. However, note that the 
fit is not very sensitive to the exponent used, and that there is nothing magical about 
the value of the exponent. The exponent values used are for comparison purposes 
only, since there is not enough information available in this study to interpret their 
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lipificuce. NOie allo Iba& Juta•11 ~, al foulld a power law fit of d • A · 1 0.1 (or 
culCCtic Pb-Sn. The aoodne.u rl n, fa Lbc da!I in this prcscnc uudy is awmxirruncly 
the &amc for exponcnc1 ol 0.1 or 0.2. Tberd'orc, lhe data iJ in close 1~cmcn1 
Julwz ~, a/1 findinp. 
/ 
• ' - - -y •I.JIM+ U9..lla I- 0.9999 
120 • 20 m - - -, • 49..f71 + )01.916. R..a 0.99932 
• 10-- --,•l..Ul4 + 11'.J9a R..-0.9995) 
100 
0.9 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 
Figure 28 INUllkJJion ~crocreq, of e~ctic Pb-Sn: plot of ind,e,u diagonal length vs t O. I. 
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Figure 30 Indemation micro.creep of Pb-Sn-2wt%AM: plot of inde,u diagonal length vs t 0.1. 
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5.4 ERROi CALCULATIONS 
Trcaanen, ol the error in the data iJ ilJUJ&n&cd in Appendix 2. The ci ror in the data 
comistJ of a limit to indent meuurcment accuracy (±0. 3 µm), the deviation in the 
group data (a •. 1 because of the small we of the popu!Jltion), and the transfonnation 
of the rnc&IUrCIDCllt error during sucu calcul1tioru (foond from the derivative of the 
stress function). 
5.5 DISCUSSION OF MICROCREEP RESULTS 
It is to be expected that the· microhardncs.s values arc at the upper limit of the 
microcrecp values, because microhardncss testing is essentially very low dwell-time 
microcrecp testing. The results of the microcrccp investigation show that the greatest 
degree of creep occurred for alloy A, at 30 mm from the quenched end. However, 
given the error associated with data from this alloy, the creep response is nearly 
constant with cooling rate. The maximum creep response of the alloys B & C was 
significant above the calculated error in the data. The trends described by table 5 are 
of major significance to this study. Alloy A exhibits superplastic behaviour, with 
decreasing extent as cooling rate is decreased (i.e., as structure coarsens). Alloy Cs 
slightly decreased creep response with decreased cooling rate (coarser structure) is 
indicative that addition of gold to lead-tin eutectic decreases the extent of 
superplasticity. It is questionable whether alloy C is superplastic. Alloy B's 
increased creep response at the faster cooling rate end of the sample, suggests that 
addition of silver inhibits superplastic behaviour. It is probable that the increased 
strength of the material ( evident from table 6), means that the strain r~te. applied 
during indentation has taken the material to a strain rate sensitivity unsuitable for 
superplasticity (see section 5.1.2). Also, increased creep response-in the larger grain 
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abe n:poll au11a11 IMl' lbc cnep ii OCCUl'IUII by a di1loc1doa mecbaoiun. nther 
&ban a cWJuUOOIJ mcclluian Diffusk>NJ mecb1ni1m1 would enhance the response 
ill &he fme IG'UCUR rep>O due IO lhc 11D1Uer di1•1oca over which diffusion mlW 
OOCW'. 
Table .5 indic11e1 the clwlgc in mechanical propcn.ics with respect to cooling rate. 
The alloy composition with the highest 1trcngth and the greatest variation in 
intermetallic phase distribution and with a les.scr va.ruuion in the matrix cu tee tic phase 
disuibution wu alloy B, 11 1 minute dwell time&, between S nun and 50 mm from the 
quenched end. This alloy decreased in strength, as would be expected, with 
gradually coarsening structure. Alloys A and C, however, increased in strength with 
coarser structure; alloy A did this more so than alloy C. This is possible because 
these alloys arc displaying supcrplastic behaviour at the finer grain sizes, at the 
quenched cncL and exhibiting less supcrplasticity as the microstructure coarsens with 
distance from the quenched end, and hence slower cooling rates. 
The results follow those of Howes [27]. He notes that the mean stress experienced 
by the material (Al, Cu, mild steel) at the indent decreases as the hardness decreases 
and that it is likely that an equilibrium value of hardness is approached 
asymptotically. This equilibrium value is attributed to represent the threshold stress 
below which low temperature indentation creep mechanisms cease to occur. This is 
true for all three alloys. The only difference in their response, is the manner by 
which the stress varies as a function of cooling rate (decreases with distance from 
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quenched ead for alloy B, loaa.aca wi&b d4scaaa: from q&aebcd end for alloys A & 
C). 
Graphical differentiation of the Indent Dia,ooaJ Len1th vcnus Dwell-Time plot 
would reveal data for cl which can be used to obtain the suain-rate sensitivity, m, 
given by 
(lI 1) 
Thu would be of great UiC in dctennining the presence of su pcrplas tici ty. Using an 
analogy with steady-swe creep [ 21 ] , it is supposed that 
(H2) 
where the stress exponent 11 = 1 Im and A 1 is a con~tan L 
Unfortunately, to perform this analysis of the data, it is necessary to have creep data 
for various loads at a considerably greater number of dwell times than used in this 
study. This would be an extremely useful improvement to this techniqµe in the 
future. 
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SECTION 6 
General Discussion 
6.1 MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION 
With respect to the hu1 lnUlif er within the s.arnplc configuration, the rapid cooling 
rates at the quenched end crea1ed a fine suuct~ in alloys A to D. Correspondingly, 
the slow cooling rates at the insulated end of the sample pennitted more equilibrium 
growth to occur, resulting in a coarser structure. The microstructures seen in these 
alloys suppon the heat transf cr model, and the cooling rate curves calculated from it. 
Small ternary solute additions f onn intennetallic phases and were seen to disrupt the 
lamellar eutectic structure of lead-tin. These additions provided associated increases 
in strength of the alloys, over the binary alloy. The distribution of the intermetallics 
was seen to affect the strength within individual samples, again strength decreasing 
with increased spacing between phases. 
The variation in grain size between the alloy samples was measured by means of 
approximate mean intexlamellar spacings in the remaining eutectic phase. The smaller 
the interlamellar spacing is, the faster the growth rate. Conversely, at fast growth 
rates near the quenched end, such as those indicated by the large values for the 
interface velocity in Figure 9, there is insufficient time for diffusion of atoms in the 
liquid ahead of the liquid/solid interface. This limited time for diffusion limits the 
lateral growth of the lamellae (refer to Figure 13), hence keeping A small, and 
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wen1th biah. Thl1 corre1pood1 wilh bo1b the micro1truc1ur1l and 
mlcrohudneu/microcreep re,ulu. A1 the vck>ci1y dccrcue1 in the model. the 
uuerlamcllar spacing increase, in the wnplc,. u prcdic~. and the sucngth 
decre&su 
The simplifying assumption, in the heat transfer model. of near z.ero radial hut flow 
has been shown to be somewhat incorrect (4, 29). The directionality of the banding 
(chevron appcarancc) evidenced in the samples, indiat.tes significant radial heat flow 
at the slow-a:x>lcd end of the samples. Insulation with silica tubing, external to the 
stainless steel bar, is suggested. By placing the tubing external to the bar, insenion 
of thennocouplcs into the side of the bar would be easier, metallographic preparation 
would be less prone to scratching, and radial heat flow by enhanced liquid/silica 
contact would be reduced (as discussed in section 2.4). 
The use of this quench configuration is very applicable to providing a gradation in 
rnicrostructurc as would expected from heat transfer analysis. The model proposed 
by Sutliff & Notis for the heat transfer in this configuration, bar its initial simplifying 
assumptions, provides an accurate characterization of the solidification process. This 
model can be improved to provide a quantifiable history for individual microstructural 
regions of a sample. Improvements in the experimentation should include 
measurement, with thermocouples placed along the sample lengths, of the 
temperature profiles within the samples, measurement of the total heat transfer 
coefficient, and any radial heat flow to compare with the model. It should be noted 
that this is not at all an easy task. To date, many researchers have struggled 
fruitlessly to model and measure solidification histories to quantifiably relate 
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-
ud mochaokal pnJPCl1ia IO apecif1e aolidifatioa parameun and 
mecbani1m1 
Judging by the invllUDCe ol the amowu ol the phucs present along the ban, the 
oompoiitioo along the alloy ban wu auumed no( to vary. This was confumcd by 
microprobc analysis over limited lengths of the bars [ 4 J. Even though the 
composition may vary, the purpose of the present work wa.s to obtain a change in 
structure/composition along the bar th.at would simulate the structure/composition 
variation that could occur in a solder joint It is this microvariation that I believe 
makes macromechanical testing and modelling inappropriate for understanding the 
nature of solder joints. 
6.2 MICROCREEP CHARACTERIZATION 
Addition of silver to the superplastic binary eutectic lead-tin alloy has the effect of 
raising the strength of the alloy, such that it is high at rapid cooling rates and 
decreases with de.creased cooling rates. This follows the gradual coarsening of the 
microstructurc with decrea~ cooling rate. Silver addition also has the effect of 
decreasing the superplasticity of the material. The increased microcreep response of 
the material in the coarser grain size regions (slower cooling rates) indicates this 
effect. 
Addition of gold to the binary eutectic lead-tin alloy has the effect of raising the 
strength of the alloy, such that it is uniform over the range of cooling rates in the 
sample, due to the uniformity of phase distribution throughout the sample. The 
superplasticity of the material is decreased, notably due to the lower creep response of 
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lbe alloy compared wi&b &be oripa1 ad-cila euaecdc. TbeR ii a some indicaiioa of 
11iperpl111ici1y due IO the lli&hdy bipr, rmcp IUpOOIC in &be finer grain DZ% ~giooJ 
(fuacr coolina raJeS ). 
The indentation load used during indentation microcrccp wu consUUlt For this 
reason~ it was noc possible to obtain valUCi for the stress exponent of the alloys. It is 
suggested that future work include testing 11 various loads and a greater number of 
dwell times to enable stress exponent calculations to be perf onned. F urthcrmocc, the 
study could be more dircctly focussed at typical elcctrooic applications. To facilitate 
this, stress analysis of various electronic joints should be performed to deduce 
suitable load values for indentation mcasurcments. 
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SECTION 7 
Conclusions 
• It has been demonstrated that a graded clwlge in microstruct~ can be induced in a 
series of lead-tin solder alloy rods by changing the cooling rate aloog the solidifying 
solder bar by way of an end quench technique. 
1bc microhardness and rrucrocrecp behaviour of this graded microstructure arc 
observed to vary u a function of position along the length of the alloy bar. 
• It has therefore been demonstrated that, in addition to being able to detennine creep in 
Pb-Sn base.d solder alloys using an indentation method, the simplified configuration 
of a polished~ flat sample is suited to the examination of the effects of temperature, 
cooling rates, and microstructurc upon mechanical properties. Moreover, it has been 
shown that this can be achieved using a single sample. 
• The indentation microcrcep of eutectic lead-tin base.d solder alloys has been shown to 
fit a power law function of the form d = A ·t 0.1. The magnitude and trend of the 
microcreep. measurements compare favorably with those from the microhardness 
testing. 
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• Primary, lopridumc cn,q, and IOOOOd•,y l&t:ady lll&e accp are evidenced U1in1 the 
Uldcn1ation method. Tcniary crccp ii noc ~1ibk using thiJ wnplc coofiguration. 
• Binary eutectic lead-tin bu been shown lO be su pcrp las tic 11 f inc-grai ncd, rapidJ y 
cooled rcgioru in a microwucturally graded sample. Additions of silver have been 
found to increa.s.c the strength of eutectic lead-tin alloys and to affect the 
supcrplasticity. Additions of gold have been found to increase the strength of eutectic 
lead-tin alloys and to affect the supcrplastici ty. 
• It is suggested that by slight alteration to the indent.lion mi~p test conditions, 
i.e., by varying the indentation load within a range of values relevant to the stress 
experienced by solder joints in service, the stress exponent could be calculated using 
this sample configuration. 
• It has been demonstrated that the transient, steady-state heat transfer model is 
applicable to this quench configuration. There is agreement between experimental 
findings in the literature, the model proposed for this configuration, and the trends of 
the microstructures and mechanical response of the solder alloys studied. 
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Appendices 
APPENDIX 1 
Program code wu written by John Sutliff [ 4 J in TurboPascal to calculate the cooling 
rate and velocity profiles in the modified Jominy end quench configuration. This 
program wa.s used to calculate the profiles shown in Figures 8 & 9. 
(SN+} 
($&} 
PROGRAM TEST(~); 
CONST 
Length:z 7 .6200; 
11=285; 
TF-50; 
VAR 
usert, BigT, time, trninus, tplus, pos, 
dTbydt, usrtcool, velocity, Fourier : EXTENDED; 
biol, al~ face : EXTENDED; 
i, j: INTEGER; 
ROOT : array[ 1..25] of EXTENDED; 
~:BOOLEAN; 
ofile,shot : &ext; 
fname : stting[8]; 
R.JNCflON FX(X:EXTENDED): EXTENDED; 
BEGIN 
FX:= ( BIOT • COS(X) ) - ( X • SIN(X) ); 
END; 
R.JNCTION zbrent(x l,x2,tol: EXTENDED): EXTENDED; 
(• Programs using routine ZBRENT must externally define a function 
fx(x:EXTENDED):EXTENDED a root of which is to be found. •) 
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LAIPJ 9'; 
CONST 
, ...... 
...-1.0.1; 
VAA 
a.h.c~ EXTBNDm>. 
ailll,a4e2--= B.XTBNDBO; 
laJb.fc.p.qr. EXTENDED: 
1.aol l .xa: £X1'ENDED; 
illar. iD&epr; 
BfOIN 
I :• 1 l; 
b :• 12.; 
fa:• Cx(a); 
fb :• Cx(b); 
IF (lb-fa > 0.0) TiiEN BEGIN 
wri&clofp1or in routine ZBRENT); 
wri&eln('roo( mu.II be bracberd'); Ndlo 
END; 
fc :• fb; 
R)R iar.r :• 1 10 itmu 00 BEGIN 
IF (fb-fc > 0.0) TiiEN BEGIN 
C :• A; 
Cc :• fa; 
d :• b-a; 
C :• d 
END; 
IF (abl(fc) < abs(fb)) THEN BEGIN 
I:• b; 
b :• c; 
C :• A; 
fa :• fb; 
fb :• fc; 
fc :• fa 
END; 
toll :• 2.0*eps*abs(b}+-0.5*~ 
xm ::a:: 0.5•(c-b); 
IF ((abs(xm) <= toll) OR (fb = 0.0)) THEN BEGIN 
zbrent : :: b; GOTO 99 F.ND; 
IF ((abs(e) >- lOl l) AND (abs(fa) > ah,( fb))) THEN BEGIN 
s :• fb/fa; 
IF (a = c) TIIEN BEGIN 
p := 2.0*xm*s; 
q :• 1.0-s 
F.ND FLSE BEGIN 
q := fa/fc; 
r := fb/fc; 
p :• s*(2.0*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-l .O)); 
q :• (q-1.0)*(r-l.O)*(s-1.0) 
END· 
' IF (p > 0.0) TIIEN q := -q; 
p := abs(p); 
mini := 3.0*xm*q-abs(toll*q); 
min2 := abs(e*q); 
IF (mini< min2) THEN min:= mini ELSE min:= min2; 
IF (2.0*p < min) THEN BEGIN 
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• ;a« 
d;a" 
IINDBlSI~ 
d :• aa; 
e :• d 
BND 
BND EI .sE BSOIN 
d :• ua; 
e :• d 
END; 
I:• b; 
(a :• fb; 
IP (abl(d) > kM I) nlEN BSOIN 
b :• b+<1 
END ELSE BEGIN 
IF (:un > 0) TIIEN BEGIN 
b ~- t>+&t.(~ 1) 
END ELSE BEOIN 
b :• b-abl(IOI I) 
END 
FRD; 
fb :• (1(b) 
END; 
wri&cln(pwar in rocitioe ZBRENT); 
wrilelD('ma1unum number ~ iJa'l&iool e~'); readln; 
zhrcnt :• b; 
~: END; 
FUNCTION Temp(x ,1:EXTF.NDED):EXTF.NDED; 
VAR 
cop, ho(. ~ &am, sum : EXTENDED; 
i : in1cgcr, 
begin 
Fourier : • alpha • l / ( Length • Lcnglh ); 
sum:• O; 
term:• l; 
i :• 1; 
while ( ABS(&erm) > 0.CXXXH) AND ( i <• 25) 00 
begin 
top := 2 • sin( ROOT[I] ) • cos( ROOT[I] • x / Length ); 
bot:• ROOT[I] + &in( ROOT[I]) • cos( ROOT[I] ); 
tfact :• exp( -1.0 • ROOt{i] • rool{i] • Fowier); 
term : = ( top/bot ) • tfact; 
swn :a sum+ term; 
i:•i+ I· 
' END· 
' Temp:• lF + ( TI - lF) • SUM; 
END; 
FUNCTION dTempdt(x,t: EXTENDED): EXTENDED; 
VAR 
top, bot, tfact, tam, sum : EXTENDED; 
99 
l : tzu1 . 
.... 
Paarilr:• elfh1 • 1/(L ... • 1 •~ 
- :aaO; 
--=· 1: i :• I; 
wt.He ( ABS(11n1) > o.rox> 1) AND ( i <- u ) DO 
hep 
10p :• -2.0 • Rooqi] • Rooqi] • DD( RCX)Tll) ) • cm( ROOT(IJ • 1 / Leqlb ); 
boc :• ROOT(I] + ILD( ROOT(IJ) • COi( ROOT(I] ): 
lfla :• up( -1.0 • R()()qi) • roo&U] • Fourier); 
.... :• ( ~) • Lfacl: 
IUID : • IUID + lenll; 
i:-i+ l · 
• 
END; 
dTanpdl :• ( TI - TF) • (alpha/ SQR( L..eQp)) • SUM; 
END: 
P1metioo del&anp(x,1 : EXTENDED): EXTENDED: 
begin 
dcltr.mp:•Temp(x;)-faoe; 
end; 
FUNCilON findfa;e(x 1 µ)Ol: EXTF.NDED ): EXTENDED; 
C- Programs using routine ZBRENT musl cx&ernall y define a func tioo 
fx(x:EXTF.NDED):EXTFlIDED a JOO( of which is IO be found •) 
LABFL 99; 
CONST 
itmax=lOO; 
cps=3.0e-8; 
VAR 
a,b,c,d~: EXTENDED; 
min l ,min2,min: EXTENDED; 
faJbJc,p,q,r. EXTF.NDED; 
s,tol l ,xm: EXTENDED; 
irer: integer, 
BF.GIN 
a:= xi; 
b := x2; 
fa:= dellemp(pos,a); 
fb :• dellemp(pos,b ); 
IF (fb•fa > 0.0) THEN BEGIN 
writeln('pause in routine ZBRENT); 
writeln('root must be bracketed'); R*lln 
END· 
' fc := fb; 
FOR iter := 1 to ibnax 00 BEGIN 
IF (fb*fc > 0.0) THEN BEGIN 
C := a; 
fc := fa; 
d := b-a; 
e := d 
END; 
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• (cbn(lc) C ••» n«PN IIOIN 
• :• k 
a- ;a c.; 
C :aa; 
fa :a • 
n, :• fc.; 
le :• (a 
END: 
toil :• W-Vabl(b)+0.5•IOI; 
UD :• 0.,5•(c-b); 
IF ((abl(UD) <• IOII) OR (fh • 0.(J)) 1llEN BliOIN 
faadllce :• b; 0010 99 END: 
IF ( (abl(e) ~ IOI I) AND (llba(fa) > a.bl( fb))) lllEN BEGIN 
1:-~ 
IF (1 • c) rnEN BEGIN 
p :• 2.0-xm•i; 
q :• I.0-1 
END F.LSE BEGIN 
q :• Ca/fc: 
r :• fMc; 
p :• ,.(2.0-xm•q•(q-r)-{Hf(r-1.0)); 
q :• (q-1.0)•(r- l.O)•(• l.0) 
END; 
IF (p > 0.0) 1lIEN q :• ~; 
p :• abe(p); 
mini :• 3.0-xm•q-&bl(aou•v: 
min2 :• abs( C-q); 
IF (min 1 < min2) THEN min :• min 1 Fl SE min :• minl; 
IF (2.0-p < min) THEN BEGIN 
C :• d; 
d :• plq 
END FLSE BEGIN 
d ::s xm; 
C :• d 
END 
END FLSE BEGIN 
d := xm; 
C :• d 
END· 
' 
a:• b; 
fa :a: fb; 
IF (abs(d) > toll) THEN BEGIN 
b :• b+d 
END FLSE BEGIN 
IF (xm > 0) THEN BEGIN 
b := b+abs( toll) 
END FLSE BEGIN 
b := b-abs(toll) 
END 
END; 
fb :• deltemp(pos,b) 
END; 
writeln('pause in routine ZBRENT); 
writeln('maximum numb« of itaations exceeded); readln; 
findface := b; 
9'J: END; 
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W1lJ11il..N(1ia I ~ for ~ I 1; 
~ 
W1lJ11il..N(1ia I value fc. AJpba '); 
adln(alpta); 
WriJCk(Emer a value for ~ T ); 
ndk(~); 
Wrilcln(ED&« I lml~ time 10 wria.e I prollle..dll for'); 
"*°"( UICl'l); 
W rildn(Eo.lct a name for &he file '); 
ftWln(fmmc); 
Aaip ( of uc . f name+· .dal'): 
Rewn&e < orue ): 
Allign ( lb()( . lprof Ale .da(); 
R.cwriJc ( lhc)( ); 
for ~-1 10 25 do 
ROOT[IJ :• ZBRENT( ((i-l)•PI+-0.001). ((i)•PI-0.001). l.Oc-12); 
for i : • 1 &o 48 DO 
begin 
wri&.e(i: 1 .')48' ,# 13); 
pol : • Length - ( i • (u.ngth,J48) ); 
bigT: • T e.mp(poi.uaert); 
u.n:oot=dT~usiert); 
time :s findface(0.01. lCXXXl, O.CXX>l); 
dThydt :• dT cmpdt(pos.timc ); 
Wrileln(shol,(Length-pos): 12:4,time: 12:4,bigT: 12:4,-usncool: 12:4); 
WRITE( ofile, (Length-~):12:4, timc:12:2, -dTbydt12:4 ); 
pos:=pos-0.001: 
tminus:•f mdface(O.O 1, 1 CXXXl, O.CXX> 1 ); 
pos:=pos+0.002; 
If pos<=Length IBEN tplus:=findface(O.O 1, I CXXXl, O.CXX> 1) 
else tplus:=time; 
IF ABS( tplus - uninus) > 0 IBEN velocity:=-= -0.002 / ( tplus - uninus) 
ELSE velocity:=9999 .999; 
If pos>Length then velocity:=velocity/2; 
WRITELN( ofi.le, velocity: 12:3 ) 
END· 
' 
close( ofile ); 
close(shot); 
END. 
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APPINDIX 2 
Enor in indenl diaaooal leap measurement i.l due to both the limit of resolution of 
the meuurin1 scale by vi1ual inspection and the scatter in the data. This is 
d • d1 ± 0.3 µm ± a •. 1 
and 
&i = 0.6 µm + 2an-1 
F.rror in the stress at the indent surface, or the hardness, is due to the product of the 
error in the measurement of the indent diagonal length (& the scatter in that data) and 
the transfonnation of this error when calculating the stress, given by the derivative of 
the stress cq uation 
cr(stress) or H =A· F d2 
where A is a constant, F is the force applied to the material, and d is the indent 
diagonal length. Consider the Vickers hardness. The error in hardness is given by 
which represents 
AH=B.FAd 
d3 
where B is another constant, and M is given by 
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4d. ~.l :to •. J 
wllcre a •. 1 ia the low-population 1candard deviatioo in the raw indenl data. 
Tbcrdcn, the IOW error in the hardncu and SU'CU values is given by an cqwition of 
the fmn 
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